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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Hydronic and electric-cable snow-melting systems utilize heating from pipes or

electrical cables embedded in the surface for pavement de-icing. Hydronic and electric

cable snow-melting systems are installed in a wide range of applications, such as

sidewalks, driveways, steps, toll plazas, and bridges where icing is a serious hazard to

safety. Chapman (1957) classifies snow-melting installations as three types based on the

necessary of maintaining the pavement free of snow and ice. The "minimum" type is

used in residential sidewalks or driveways. The "moderate" type is used in applications

such as, commercial sidewalks and driveways, and hospital steps. The application in toll

plazas of highways and bridges, aprons and loading area of airports, and hospital

emergency entrances are classified as the "maximum" type.

As the size and the number of applications of these systems increase, economic

optimization becomes increasingly important. One method to reduce the installation and

operation costs is through a better design of the system. Optimization must be based on

the size of the system, the frequency of operation, and the pattern of operation. Since

snowfall occurs less than 10% of the time in most U.S. cities, operation of the systems i:-;

intermittent. Therefore, both transient and steady operation must be considered in the

system design.
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Previous research and published design guidelines for snow-melting systems (e.g.

Chapman 1952a, Ramsey et al 1999a) have general y been based on steady state

conditions. Procedures for calculating the design heating requirements of snow-melting

systems are given in the ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Applications (ASHRAE 1999). In

this type of calculation no account is taken of the history of the storm, and no account is

taken of the dynamic response of the slab. In practical operation, the design heat transfer

rate may never be provided at the surface instantaneously. Thermal mass of the heating

system and the transient nature of the weather significantly affect the actual operation. A

transient tool is highly recommended for a thorough understanding of the heat transfer

characteristics of the systems, and is required for a better design of hydronic and electric

cable snow-melting systems.

1.2. Literature Review

Modeling of hydronic and electric cable snow-melting systems involves solving

the slab heat conduction equation along with heat and mass balance equations for the

surfaces. Most of the models can be broken into two categories: steady state or transient.

1.2.1. Steady State Modeling

Prior to 1952, the energy requirements considered in the design of a snow melting

system were the energy required to melt the snow (heat of fusion), and the energy loss to

the ground below. Heat and mass transfer requirements on the surface were ignored. In

1952, Chapman et al recognized additional complexities of the design. Between 1952 and

1957, Chapman et al. published a series of articles on design of snow melting system, in

- 2 -



which authors established a general equation for energy requirements on snow melting

system design, and presented examples under a large range of weather conditions. All of

these research papers describe one-dimensional steady state analysis.

The first article, by Chapman and Katunich (l952a), asserts that the energy

losses, such as evaporation and convection, are always significant and should not be

ignored. The authors stated that the complete analysis depends on five energy terms, the

sum of which equals the total required heat output from the heating plant. These five

terms are heat of fusion, sensible heat gain from snowfall, heat of vaporization, heat

transfer by radiation and convection, and back loss to the ground. The sum of the first

four terms equals the required pavement heat output at the upper surface, as shown in

equation (1.1).

( 1.1)

where,

qo = total required heat flux off surface of slab, Btu/hr-ft2 [W/m2
],

q5 = sensible heat needed to raise the snow to its melting temperature, Btu/hr-fe

= me. (t -t )
I f a

where

(l.I-a)

m = 5.2s, Ib(snow)/hr-ft2 , (density of liquid water is 5.2 lb/fe-in),

s = snowfall rate, inches(water equivalent)/hr [mm1hr],

Cj = specific heat of ice= 0.5 Btu/lb-of,

tf = water film temperature, of [oq, 33°p has been used.
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ta = air temperature, of rOC]. It's assumed that the temperature of the

snow equals the temperature of the air.

qm =heat required to melt snow (heat of fusion), Btu/hr-fe [W/m2
],

=143.4m = 5.2· s ·143.4 =746s

qh =convective and radiative heat flux, Btulhr-ft2 [W/m2
],

(l.l-b)

(l.l-c)

(1. I-d)

where,fe is a combined heat transfer coefficient~ v is wind velocity, mph [m/s] ,

Ie = 11.4· (O.0201v+O.055).

Constants are empirical data.

qe = heat flux needed for evaporation, Btulhr-fe [W/m2
],

=(a'v+b)'(p -p )·h .wv <IV fg

(lJ-e)

(1.I-f)

Where a=O.0201 and b=0.055 are empirical constants~ Pay is vapor pressure of

water in the air in inches of Hg; pwv is vapor pressure of water at the slllfacc in

inches of Hg.

The total heating plant load q, can be estimated by dividing the total heat output

required at the surface of the slab qo by efficiency e, as q{= qc!e, where e= 1.0-f; f is the

back loss fraction. The back loss fraction is obtained by analogy to the back loss analysis

for a radiant heating slab to the ground. The author didn't give more information on how

to calculate the back loss for a radiant heating slab. But he suggested that if the snow-

melting system is operated intermittently, back loss may be in the neighborhood of 30 to

50%, depending on insulation~ if the system is operated continuously, the instantaneous
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back loss will be reduced, but would probably be as high as 30% if the slab is not

insulated. It may also be noted that equation (1.1) implied that the slab swface is assumed

totally snow-free.

The second article, published by Chapman (1952b), established the principle that

the design energy output should be based on a frequency distribution of the loads. The

article stressed that the correct procedure is to determine the actual load on an hourly

basis, then make a frequency distribution analysis to set the design capacity that is

adequate for a given number of hours of snowfall annually. In this article, the author

introduced the concept of free area ratio, which is defined as the ratio of snow free area to

total area. Selecting a proper design ratio according to the actual application requirement

was recommended. With the concept of free area ratio, equation (1.1) can be updated as:

(1.2)

where, Ar is snow-free area ratio, dimensionless. In this case, it is assumed that the snow

covered portion of the slab is insulated from convection, radiation and evaporation

effects. When the free area ratio, Ar, is equal to zero, the slab is completely covered with

snow. When the free area ratio, Ar, is equal to one, the slab is completely free of snow.

This condition requires the maximum energy supply to the slab. The purpose of the slab

detennines the necessary performance, and thus establishes the desired free area ratio, for

instance, A r must be high for a bridge ramp, and may be low for a private driveway.

Chapman and Katunich (]956) published extended research results on heat

requirements of snow melting systems. The general equation given in previous papers
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was substantiated by experimental data, and the overall heat transfer coefficient, used in

the calculation of heat and mass transfer to the environment, was corrected by

experimental data to cover periods of no snowfall (idling periods) as well as operating

period.

Two types of snow melting panels were used in the experiments. One consisted of

10 one-foot square panel made up of insulated nichrome heating elements spaced on %

inch centers under 112 inch of cement mortar. The other panel was a round panel having an

area of 10 ft2
• Its heating elements and insulations were similar to those of square panels.

Power inputs to the panels were adjusted to maintain difference thickness of snow under

equilibrium conditions. All measurements, such as free area ratio, mass and heat transfer,

and fluid temperatures, were made when the panels were under equilibrium conditions.

Experimental data were then summarized in a tabular format to allow use in design

applications. The idling equation given to represent the convection and radiation transfer

from a dry slab to the environment was presented as follows:

qb = (O.27v +3.3)· (tp - t,,)

where, qb is heat transfer from a bare panel, Btu/hr-ft2 [W/rn2
]. tp is panel surface

temperature, OF [0C].

(1.3)

Chapman (1957) presented a concluding article on the calculation of heat

requirements for snow melting systems in all parts of the United States. The states were

divided into eleven climatic regions. For each region, several cities were chosen as

representatives. The cities chosen to represent each region have similar weather patterns.
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Por the Northeast region, the representative cities are Buffalo, Burlington, and Caribou.

Each has the typical weather pattern of the northeastern United States, that is, the weather

is varied and changeable, and the winters are prolonged and moderately cold with

considerable snowfall. Punch cards and a statistical tabulating machine were used to

derive the values and frequency distribution of each of the pertinent climate variables,

such as humidity, wind speed, air temperature, and snowfall rate. The heat requirements

for representative cities were calculated and presented for each region.

Four tables are included in the paper to allow use in design applications. The first

table gives generalized information on snowfall for each representative city, such as

mean number of inches per year of snowfall, and the greatest depth if snow on ground.

The second table contains the operating information of a snow melting system for each

representative city under the period of freezing and the period of snowfall. The "freezing

period" occurs when there is 110 snowfall and the air temperature is 32°p or below, and

the system may be "idling". The average air temperature during freezing period is

tabulated, and is used in calculating the "idling" load. The most important information

represented in the second table is the frequency distribution of required heat output

during the period of snowfall to maintain the free area ratio of one or zero. For example,

during the period of snowfall in Chicago, to maintain a snow-free pavement, 37.4%

snowfall hours require heat output in the range 50-99 Btu/ft2-hr, and 11.4 % snowfall

hours require heat output in the range 100-149 Btu/ft2-hr, etc. This distribution is served

as the basis for the third and the fourth tables. The third table contains the design heat

requirement based on the classification of snow melting systems described in the section
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1.1. Designers may adjust the idling rate according to the requirements of the application

and recalculate the design heat requirement. The fourth table contains data required to

estimate the operating costs of a snow melting system, such as idling/melting hours per

year, and heat output per year for each class of system.

Schnurr and Rogers (1970) provided data for the heat flux and tube surface

temperature requirements as functions of tube spacing, depth, diameter, and weather

conditions for embedded tube snow-melting system. In this paper, a two-dimensional

model was presented. As opposed to previous studies, the two-dimensional model allows

the calculation of temperature distribution on the slab surface and does not assume

uniform heat output at the surface. The assumptions made were that the system is in

steady state operation, and the tube surface temperature is uniform. Authors stated the

condition for an acceptable tube surface temperature is that the minimum pavement

surface temperature is 33 ± .S°F. The solution is obtained by a numerical relaxation

method. A square grid with a spacing of 1,4 pipe outside diameter is specified to

approximate the solution domain. Equations for the temperature at each nodal point are

derived by making a steady state energy balance on the nodal point and expressing terms

involving temperature gradients in finite difference form. The general equation provided

by Chapman (equation (1.1)) is used to establish the heat balance for each cell on the top

surface. A parametric study was made with the tube diameter, tube depth, tube spacing,

and weather conditions being varied. For each case, necessary heat flux and tube surface

temperature to achieve a slab surface temperature of 33 ± .5°F under steady-state

conditions, are found.
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Kilkis (1994) published two papers on the design of embedded snow-melting

systems. In the first paper, the author points out that ASHRAE guidelines seem to

overestimate heat requirements due to three main factors-empirical equations that

overestimate the surface heat losses, the absence of wind speed and terrain adjustment,

and the way in which snowfall frequency data are interpreted. As can seen from equation

(1.1-d), the analysis doesn't recognize the split between radiant and convective losses,

which are sensitive to different atmospheric factors. The empirical coefficients in

equation (1.1-f) are obtained from the idling test setup, therefore, the method may

overestimate the evaporation load for large surfaces, as the convection coefficient and

mass transfer coefficients will be higher on smaller surfaces. Most of the wind data

available are recorded at 33 ft above ground level in open fields while snow melting is

usuaUy pedormed at ground level, with some exceptions. Therefore, the meteorological

wind data must be adjusted with respect to surrounding terrain and the height of the

snow-melting surface. To avoid elaborate snowfall frequency analysis, the concept of

coincident air temperature was defined to facilitate engineering calculations. Due to the

small amount of humidity that cold air can hold, a heavy snowfall lS usually accompanied

by a rise in the air temperature, so that, the design outdoor temperature and a heavy storm

do not coincide. Coincident air temperature is defined as the air temperature

corresponding to the design rate of snowfall. In deriving an expression for the coincident

air temperature, the typical relationships between air temperature, rate of snowfall, and

snow-melting loads were considered. Comparative studies with snowfall frequency
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analysis revealed a simplistic, nearly linear expression for the coincident air temperature

with the design outdoor temperature.

In the other paper by Kilkis (l994b), a finite volume model is presented to model

steady-state behavior while accounting for the two-dimensional geometry. The sides of

the snow-melting surface are assumed to be covered with snow, with a surface

temperature equal to the coincident air temperature. This surface is permitted to exchange

heat by radiation with the sky. Heat transfer occurring at the snow-melting surface are as

those described in equation (1.2). However, the author didn't give more information on

the way to approximate the two-dimensional geometry in the numerical analysis. It states

that the model achieves sufficient accuracy for engineering calculations, and comparisons

indicate a close agreement with other reports, such as the report on "successfully

operating" systems for 93 locations in the United States given by Potter (1967).

Ramsey (1999a) presented some results of ASHRAE research project 926,

"Development of Snow Melting Load Design Algorithm and Data for Locations Around

the World." In total, 46 locations in the U.S. were studied. The changes in the calculation

procedure described by Chapman (1952) are primarily in the way heat losses are

determined. The convective heat transfer rate is evaluated using currently accepted

correlation for the turbulent convection heat transfer coefficient from a surface (Incropera

and Dewitt 1996). The radiation losses are evaluated using an effective sky temperature

(Ramsey et al. 1982) that is based on the dry-bulb air temperature, relative humidity, and

sky cover fraction. The analogy between mass and heat transfer is used to determine the
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water vapor mass transfer coefficient. The convection and evaporation losses are

functions of the wind speed and the characteristic dimension of the slab. Results are

presented in tenns of frequency distribution that indicate the percentage of time (hours

when snow is falling) that the required snow-melting load doesn't exceed the reported

value. However, results also demonstrate that for a given load requirement, the

distribution of the load in terms of melting, convection, radiation, and evaporation varies

greatly. It points out that to accurately estimate snow-melting load, concurrent weather

data are critical. A conclusion stated in the final report of RP-926 is: "Exhaustive study

faHed to identify an acceptable simplified approach to design snow melting systems for

locations with limited meteorological data" (Ramsey et 311. 1998).

In steady-state calculations, neither the history of the stann nor the dynamic

response of the heated slab has been taken i.nto account. In practical applications, the time

constant of the system is on the order of hours. The design heal flux can never be

achieved at the surface instantaneously. It implies that the surface may not reach the

design conditions promptly as required, and to satisfy the design conditions, the actual

heating element load differs from steady state load. As Chapman stated in the second

paper he published in 1952, the correct procedure is to detennine the actual load hourly,

then make frequency analysis. A transient simulation tool is needed to calculate actual

surface conditions with consideration of transient response of the system, and then further

estimate the heating capacity needed to maintain a satisfactory surface condition.
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Not only does the heating system have significant thermal mass but also the

weather is highly transient. Ramsey's study in RP-926 shows that concurrent weather

data is critical to estimate the load. A successful transient model needs to be able to

simulate the transient characteristics of both snow-melting system and the weather

condition. Transient models are reviewed in the next section.

1.2.2. Transient Modeling

The objective of transient modeling is to determine transient pert'ormance of

hydronic and electric cable snow-melting systems under realistic transient weather

conditions. The problem can be considered as two parts,. one is the modeling of the two

dimensional transient heat conduction inside the slab, and the other is the modeling of

heat and mass transfer between the slab surfaces and the environment

In the following section, a brief summary of previous work on transient modeling

is given. This is followed by a detailed review of a nnite difference bridge deck model

original developed by Chiasson, et al (2000), and a finite volume model for a snow

melting system developed by Rees, et al (2001). Last comes a bri.ef literature review on

the application of transfer function method in solving the transient heat conduction

problem.

1.2.2.1 Previous Work

Besides the one dimensional steady-state approach adopted with ASHRAE, most

previously published models of snow melting systems either model steady state behavior
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while accounting for the two-dimensional geometry (e.g. Schnurr and Rogers 1970) or

have modeled transient behavior while only accounting for one-dimensional geometry

(e.g. Williamson 1967). Two exceptions are papers by Leal and Miller (1972) and

Schnurr and Falk (1973).

Based on the steady state model given by Schnurr and Rogers (1970), Leal and

Miller (1972) presented a transient analysis of the two-dimensional model. The transient

heat conduction problem is solved by the "point-matching" technique using a digital

computer. But the authors didn't give more information on the "point-matching"

technique in the paper. The general equation provided by Chapman (equation (L 1)) has

been implemented for calculating the heat balance on the surface boundaries. The bottom

boundary is assumed perfectly adiabatic. The results presented are not under the actual

snow-melting conditions. This paper, speaking strictly, only presents an attempt to show

transient conditions for snow melting system.

Schnurr and Falk (1973) presented a two-dimensional transient model for the

snow-melting system. The transient problem is solved by an explicit finite difference

technique. The problem had been taken as a "mixed boundary" type with one cylindrical

boundary (the tube). But it's unclear from the paper how the mixed boundary was

handled. The authors stated that square grids have been used for representing the solution

domain in the numerical calculation. Adiabatic assumption is used for the bottom

boundary, while the general equation provided by Chapman (equation (1.1)) has been

applied for the top boundary. To design for no snow accumulation at any time, it assumed
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that the system is activated some length of time (lead time) before the snowfall begins.

Only the convective heat transfer has been taken into account before snowfall. All terms

in the general equation are used after snowfall begins. Constant weather conditions are

used in tbe examples. Assumption that the snowfall rates are constant throughout a storm

may lead to ultra conservative lead time requirements. Transient weather conditions are

crucial in snow melting system simulation.

1.2.2.2 Comparison of the Finite Difference Model and the Boundary-fitted

Coordinate Finite Volume Model

Two transient two-dimensional snow melting models, developed at Oklahoma

State University, are discussed in this section. The finite difference model is described in

detail by Chiasson, et al. (2000). It is used to simulate a hydronic-heated bridge. The

conduction beat transfer is modeled using a [mite difference algorithm. For the sake of

simplicity, the finite difference model is abbreviated to FD model in this thesis.

The boundary-fitted coordinate finite volume model was developed by Rees, el

al. (2001) for ASHRAE research project 1090. The boundary fitted coordinate technique

was used to deal with the mixed geometry of the snow melting system, and the finite

volume technique is applied in the numerical calculation. The work of this project was

pm1iallya continuation of RP-926. In particular, the same weather data was used in both

projects and many of the heat transfer relationships lLsed in the previous project have

been utilized in RP-I090. The objecti yes of this project were primarily to develop a

model (the boundary-fitted coordinate finite volume model) that allows transient effects
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of both weather and the dynamic response of the slab system to be modeled

simultaneously. This model was used to examine some general design issues such as the

effects of pipe spacing, depth, and insulation placement, edge and back losses. The

boundary-fitted coordinate finite volume model is abbreviated as BFC-FY model in this

thesis.

In the following section, compar]sons between models are given as four parts:

heat conduction in the slab, grid generation, boundary conditions, and initial conditions.

• Heat Conduction in the Slab

Symmetry considerations reduce the problem to the determination of the

temperature in the typical segment shown in Figure 1.1. This typical solution domain for

the slab wi th tubes is from the pipe centerline to the plane of symmetry.

©

Planes of symmetry

r
I

I
@

/
Pipe centerline Solution domain

Figure].I: Solution domain for 2-D transient heat conduction equation.
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a) FD model

Transient conduction heat transfer in the slab is represented in two-dimensional (2-

D) cross-section using the Cartesian coordinate system. A fully explicit finite

difference method has been used to discretize the governing equation. The transient

2-D heat conduction equation can be expressed as

a2T a2T 1 aT
--+--=--ax 2 az 1 a ot

The notation of finite di fference cell is shown in Figure 1.2.

(1.4)

An energy balance equation is established for each node. The general fonn of the

nodal equation from the explicit finite difference scheme is

4 ([' - [(1-61) J
~ "(1-6,) A = V .(11I,11) (11I,1/)

L..qr perl A
i=1 u.t

(1.5)

where q;f(r-N) is the heat flux across the cell face i at the previous time step, A is the

cell face area per unit depth, V is the cell volume per unit depth, p is the average

density of the cell material, cp is the average specific heat capaci ty of the cell

material, T(' ) is the nodal temperature at the current time step, T(u- 6
)1) is the nodal

1/1.1/ 11/,/1

temperature at the previous time step, and tJ/ is the time step, The conduction heat

flux q" between neighboring nodes i and (m,n) is given by Fourier's Law as:

T-T
(I". = k i (11I,1/)
1/-".(m.If) I (l.6)

where k is the average thermal conductivity of the material between nodes i and

(m,n), and I is the distance between two nodes, equals nodal spacing,
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Figure 1.2: Finite difference cell geometry and notation (by Chiasson, et a1. 2000).

Note that the numerical scheme used in the model is fully explicit; with a certain

nodal spacing, the size of the time step is limited by the need to maintain the stability

criterion for two-dimensional problems.

b) BFC-FV model

GEMS2D (General Elliptical Multi-block Solver) (Rees, el al. 200 I), a finite volullle

solver, is used as the main solver in the BFC-FY model. GEMS2D is capable of

solving the general convection-di ffusion equation on two dimensional boundary

fitted grids. The FYM (finite volume method) starts from the integral fonn of

Fourier's equation for heat conduction.

~ f¢dV = frV¢-ndS
at v s

( 1.7)

where ¢ is the temperature and r is the themlal diffusivity, V is the volume and S is

the surface of a control volume and n is a vector normal to the surface. The left-hand
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tenn of the equation is the temporal tenn and the right-hand term represents the

diffusion fluxes. A physical space approach for dealing with complex geometries can

be derived from the vector form of the equation above.

A second order approximation is to assume that the value of the variable on a

particular face is well represented by the value at the centroid of the cell face. The

diffusion flux at the east face of a cell can written as:

fIV ¢ -DdS ~ (rV ¢ . n\,Se
Sc

where Se is the area of the east face.

( 1.8)

The main difficulty is in calculating the gradient of the variable (\7 ¢) at each cell

race when grids are not orthogonal. The fomllila F,/) ~ r<,Se(fJ¢/a~)c' is only

accurate if the grid is orthogonal. To describe the geomctry more clearly, two local

coordinates are defined at the cell face as shown in Figure 1.3. In the direction

nom1al to the [ace at its centroid, the coordinate n is defined, and on thc Iine between

neighboring centroids, the coordinate ~ which passes through the face at point e' is

defined.
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centroid P and E are still used to calculate the gradjent of the variable, and a

nOlmal to the face and at the centroid of the face by using the values of the variable

To preserve second order accuracy, the gradient needs to be calculated along the

(I. 9)F D = rs (o¢J + rs [( o¢) - ((j~J ]"1"
e e ,. OJ:. L' ,. on. D .

~ c! ~ ~ ('

Figure 1.3: Local coordinate systems at the east face of a typical unite volume cell.

'deferred correction' approach is used to calculating the nux as follows:

at points P' and E'. However, in GEMS2D, the values of the variable at the cell

The gradients are calculated by central differencing. The terms labeled 'old' on the

rjght are calculated explicitly. As the solution approaches convergence the tel111S

(or/J/a~)e' and Cor/J/a{,)/Id cancel OLlt, leaving Cor/J/on)II' CorP/on)" is calculateu

explicitly from the central difference (¢p' - ¢E')/ IrE' . Interpolation is requireJ to

get cPr and rPc·
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In FVM, the pa11ial differential equation is integrated with respect to time. A first

order backwards differencing approach is used in a fully implicit formulation. The

fully implicit approach results in the following discretized equation,

P~V(~I1+1 _ ~11) = [pD + F D+ pO + FO ]//+1 I1t
Ifp IfP II S II' e (1.10)

where superscript is the index in time level. The discretized equation can then be said

to be first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in space. This scheme is

unconditionally stable. After integrating the p.d.e and applying the discretization

procedures discussed, an algebraic equation is obtained for each control volume of

the form,

(Lll)

---

For a two-dimensional model this results in a penta-diagonal matrix equation that

can be solved conveniently using the Strongly lmplicit Method (Stone 1968).

The main advantages of GEMS2D are that the convection-di ffusion problem with the

complex geometry can be solved more accurately, and the numerlcal scheme has no

limitation on the size of steps in time and space.

• Grid Generation

Numerical grids are used to define the geometry of the solution domain [or both

the FD and BFC-FY programs. The geometry of the snow-melting systcm, or the bridge

dcck, is a mixed typc problem, with the circular pipes embedded in the flat slab. The
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models use different coordinate systems to represent the geometry. The FD model uses a

rectangular coordinate system, while the 1090 model uses a boundary fitted approach.

a) FD model

A typical grid scheme used in the finite difference model is shown in Figure 1.4. As

can be seen, a uniform square grid scheme is used. The nodal spacings in both

directions are set equal to the pipe radius. The 0l1hogonal coordinates and the

unifonn grid size make the two-dimensional heat conduction equation relatively easy

to discretize and arrange. The orthogonal grid pattem also avoids the correction that

is necessary in the gradient calculation of the variable along the !lonnal to the face in

a non-orthogonal grid pattern.

---------..Adiflb~J.ic or COl1vc,ctive B4Jundary- Pavement BOllom Surface

\12 pipe spacing

Heat Flux Boundarr - P.vemenl Top Slilface
(solar hC:H gain, convection, ~llcrmal rachnljon. sensible henl rrolll

precipitalion. Ileal of HJsion from snow mel!. heat ofevaporation ofpn.:cipllltliolt)

I::~,·~~C1rc~~=~::i1=Z~~:5..~~::,,;,.:~~::r:::;;~~=~,,;,,~i.~;.~~~
1 il- _ 1;&

l ~~
.~~

~ ~ ;",,;i~%{{ 1_..
..r. ~t;"..!.,fX'~·'l!"l ~

. 'l\..~ ~ e,
lieal .Flux BoundOiry - _"7 ~J.' ~ ~

Pipe WaLl i3--<,----1.--4--+---...--...-+--+---+--+--.--+'@~ ;.
(Illlld convection frolll ~ ~ ~

inlcrmll pipe now) r l{{;.· ::-f': ~ g"

Pipe ~r""'l- i;~~ 1*J ~ ·5
radills ~ ~ ~

C'~ ~ ~
~~ i©J 2,
~~ ~v

g~ ~~
~~~3
.::~ ~!:;]1 i~

·~I I
~~ ~
~<~. • ." • r~~_Ll_z

I Llx I

Figure 1.4: The finite-difference model grid and boundary conditions

(by Chiasson, 2000)
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b) BFC-FV Model

The BFC-FV model uses boundary fitted coordinated grid system to deal with the

mixed geometry problem. In this type of grid system, the ceUs are arranged in a

structured maimer but are deformed where necessary to allow the geometry of the

domain boundaries to be followed very closely (Thompson et al. 1985). A typical

boundary fitted grid sampIe used in 1090-RP is shown in Figure 1.5.

1- -f-- I I

r------
'- ,

-=t I I I.- - -J-:- ~ - -
-~). ItJT7 7 , I

"
I J

r
f

~ '- ,

ll=+=J.-:J=t=
Y' td=,w , ,

~\\-\--\_ \+-\-\ I J-\: -\' -\-'j---\--f--!--
--\-\ ~....;\: _\-\:---\ i \ \-1- ---'~\' \

- ~+ 1 I
1-- ::1: !- ,

-:1: '-~~-1-'- .- - -- - - I-I-- - -
f-e--- -- ----
I-- -

=t~~t_I--- -1- _._- -
..... -- _.- -.- _.-

Figure 1.5: An example of a boundary fitted grid for 1090-RP

The numerical method used here is a multi-block approach. The grid outline is

defined by a few design parameters provided by the user, such as pipe size, slab

thickness, pipe depth and pipe spacing (RP-l 090 Final Report). Then, the geometry

is broken down into a number of sub-domains or blocks. Within each of these

blocks, the grid cells are arranged in a regular row and column manner, and each of

the blocks is effectively 'glued' to one or more others at the block edges. This

enables more complex geometries to be defined and allows better control over the
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grid cell distribution. A four-block grid definition of the slab containing a pipe is

show in Figure 1.6. Tests show that this four-block definition gives better control

over grid spacing and orthogonality than the definitions with fewer blocks.

Block 4

Block 1

Figu re 1.6: Four-block definition of the slab containing a pipe.

Grid quality is detennined by smoothness, cell aspect ratio and orthogonality. A

satisfactory grid quality is achieved by controlling the number of cells and the

distribution of nodes along each edge. A procedure was developed for ASHRAE

1090 RP for this purpose. The main criteria are summarized as follows.

1) In general, 25 edges and 4 blocks are necessary to specify the grid represent

the pipe and single pavement layer.

2) Additional pavement layers are taken as whole blocks.

3) It's desirable to increase cell density towards the pipe both horizontally and

vertically. This is controlled by specifying different cell distribution functions

at the block edges.

4) The cell size should change gradually.
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The advantage of the boundary fitted grids is that the geometry and pipe-wall

boundary condition can be represented more exactly. A simple algebraic gJid

generation algorithm (Gordon and Hall 1973) is applied to calculate the cell vertex

positions in each block from a description of the geometry boundaries. This grid

info11l1ation then is supplied to the main solver of the model.

• Boundary Conditions

The main difficulty in boundary conditions is how to model the transient effect of

weather conditions on the top surface. The following paragraphs introduce the boundary

conditions applied to the FD model and BFC-FV model. Compared to the previous

models that apply the relationships (equation (I. la-I. 1f)) given by Chapman (1952) at the

upper boundary, the FD model is a great improvement in that it considers convective and

radiant losses occurred at the upper surface separately, hence, the effect of different

atmospheric factors, such as cloudiness and sky temperature, can be investigated more

accurately. The BFC-FV model presents a more detailed top boundary condition model.

It's capable of giving a detailed analysis of the mass transfer among snow, ice, slush, elc.

For the boundary at the pipewall, the BFC-FV model uses a boundary-fitted grid

scheme to deal with the mixed geometry problem, while the FD model uses the square

grid to approximate the heat transfer area of the pipewall.
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a) FD model

The boundary conditions are flux-type (Neumann boundary condition). The

temperature at each boundary node is given by the energy balance equation at that

node.

Boundary conditions at the top and bottom surface

The bottom surface is treated either as an insulated surface or as a surface exposed to

convective and radiant conditions. The top boundary condition is treated as flux-type

(Neumann boundary condition). The environmental interactions on the lop surface

include the effects of solar radiation heat gain, long-wave radiation heat transfer,

convection heat transfer to the atmosphere, sensible heat transfer to snow, heat of

fusion required to melt snow, and heat of evaporation lost to evaporating rain or

melted snow. In the following paragraphs, a bri ef introduction to the first three flux

terms is given. This is followed by a more detailed introduction 011 the last three flux

tenns.

Solar radiation heat gain is the net solar radiation absorbed by tIle slab surface, and is

decided by the absorptivity of the s]ab materiaJ, solar radiation incident on the slab

surface and the cosine of the incident angle. The long-wave radiation heat transfer at

each surface node is determined by the emissi vity of the slab material, the nodal

temperature, and the temperature orthe sUlToundings. The convection heat flux at

each pavement surface node is computed by the dry-bulb air temperature and the

nodal temperature, and the convective heat transfer coefficient is taken as the
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maximum of the free convection coefficient and the forced convection coefficient

which can be found in lncropera and DeWitt (1996).

Heat flux due to the rain and snow includes both sensible and latent effects. Sensible

heat flux is decided by precipitation and temperature difference between the dry-bulb

air temperature and the nodal temperature. Latent heat flux is considered only if the

air temperature or the slab surface temperature is above 33°F (O.55°C). There are two

kinds of latent heat flux that may be considered. One is the latent heat of

vaporization, and the other is the heat flux due to melting snow and ice. Both of them

relate to the mass transfer occurred on the surface. One main assumption made for

mass transfer is: accumulation of rain is not considered; rainfall is assumed to drain

instantaneously from the pavement surface, fanning a thin film from which

evaporation occurs.

This model uses the j-factor analogy to compute the mass flux of evaporating water

where hd is the mass transfer coefficient, Wail' is the humidity ratio of the ambient air,

at each pavement surface node (rn::,):

fil" =h (w. - W )
1\' d nrl' (111,1 ) (1.12)

and W(m,lj represents the humidity ratio of saturated air at the surface node. The mass

transfer coefficient (hd) is defined using the Chilton-Colburn analogy:

(1.13)
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where he is the convection coefficient, cp is the specific heat capacity of the air

evaluated at the pavement node - air film temperature, and Le is the Lewis number.

The heat flux due to evaporation ( q" .) is then given by:
evaporalwn

/1 . =h lil"qe,'oporallOIJ Jg IV
(1.14)

where hjg is the latent heat of vaporization.

The heat flux due to melting snow and ice is determined using a mass balance on

freezing precipitation that has accumulated at the pavement surface. The sum of the

rainfall rate and the snowfall rate are taken as the accumulation of the ice when the

air temperature or the slab surface temperature is below 33°F. The mass flux ofwater

due to melting ice (Ji("lIIdICd ) at the pavement surface is then given by:

layer and hi/is the latent heat of fusion o[water. The other heat flux terms are solar

where q" is the conduction heat flux from the pavement surface into the icecOllductioll ,ice

radiation heat gain q;~'m' long-wave radiation heat transfer q;:,cmll1l' convection heat

(1.15)
1/ +" +" +" +" +". " qsolll,. qrlIel'mnl qconvection qro;u ..HIOW sensible qeVllporclf;OJl q('.'olldur!ioll ,ice

n'licemelled =

transfer q;ollvectioll to the atmosphere, sensible heat transfer q;:(jill,SIIOW _sensible to snow, and

heat of evaporation q;"l,poratioll lost to evaporating rain or melted snow. The numerator

in equation (1.16) is the heat flux into each pavement surface node (qt://.I)):

" If 0 1/ , II 11 II

q(m.l) = -qsolar + q'hermal + Qcollvectiol1 + qrai".slIoW_Jellsible + qe,.aporalioll + qcolIl!//clioll,ice (1.16)
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The thickness of the ice layer at the end of the time step (lice.new) is given by:

(

• 1/ ." )l. = l. - Tn .. + micemelled b.t
,ce,lIC:!h-' Ice..old •

Pice

(1.17)

Boundary conditions at the pipe wall

The boundaries of the left and right hand of the solution domain are adi.abatic, except

the boundaries of the pipe surface nodes. Heat fluxes at these nodes are detennined

by the heat transfer due to heat exchange fluid as equation (1.18).

(1.18)

themlal conductivity of the pipe material, and 1 is the wall thickness of the pipe.

Since the outlet temperature at any current time step is not known, the outlet fluid

where hpipe is the convection coefficient due to fluid flow tiuough the pipe, kpl/Je is the

(1.19)
1u. =----

pIpe 1 I
--+--
h . k.

1"1''' /"/)('

overall heat transfer coefficient for the pipe and expressed as:

where the average fluid temperature Tfillid is used to characterize the fluid. Upipe is the

temperature is solved in an iterative manner. The iteration is considered converged

when the heat flux calculated by the resistance method is consistent with that

resulted from the overall energy balance calculation.

Boundary conditions implemented in the FD model have two main shortcomings.

The model can't give the mass distribution of each phase on the surface nodes. In
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this model, although snow is a porous medium, it is treated as an equivalent ice

layer., and it hasn't considered the interactions among snow, slush, and ice. Thus, the

heat and mass transfer calculation for the surface is relatively rough. Approximating

the round geometry at the source location by square grids enlarges the actual heat

transfer area, and the model tends to over-predict the heat transfer rate occurring at

the boundary. As can be seen from Figure lA, the nodes labeled as pipe wall do not

represent the pipe geometry well. They are actually nodes in the concrete that have

direct contact with the outer pipe wall. The square grid scheme llsed in the FD model

doesn't include the pipe in the solution domain. In addition to causing steady state

error, it may cause error early on in the transient response.

b) BFC-FV Model

Boundar)} conditions at the pipe wall

The boundary condition at the pipe wall is specified in a relatively simple form in the

BFC-FV model. Users can specify either the constant heat flux at the pipe wall as the

boundary condition, or the average fluid temperature and Reynolds number.

Boundary conditions at the bottom surface

The bottom surface is treated either as a surface exposed to convective and radiant

conditions, or as a surface in contact with the ground. In modeling an exposed

condition where the slab is not ground coupled, such as in a bridge or ramp, a simple

boundary condition is applied. In this case the surface is assumed dry and exposed to
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the wind, but not exposed to the sky. Convective and long-wave radiant heat transfer

to surroundings is considered.

In the case tbat soil is considered beneath the slab, users can decide whether to

include an insulation layer at the slab bottom, and set the ground temperature of the

very lower surface of the ground if necessary. Otherwise, the BFC-FV model would

specify a ground temperature as the bottom boundary condition for the model. A

one-dimensional analytical solution developed by Kusuda and Achenbach (1965) is

applied to calculate the annual temperature cycle at the surface of the earth. It makes

use of a simple harmonic function based on simplified conduction theory, where it is

assumed that earth is a semi-infinite homogeneous heat-conducting medium, with

constant thennal diffusivity. The hannonic function provided in the paper is

( 1.20)-( H;)x (271{) (r;-J J
t = A-BOe cos T- -VIii x-po

= earth temperature, of (0C],

x = downward distance from the earth's surface, [t [m],

expressed as:

where,

() = time coordinate which is taken as zero on January 1SI,

T = period of the temperature cycle (8766 hour),

A = annual average earth temperature of roC],

BO = eal1h surface temperature amplitude, radians,

PO = earth surface temperature phase angle, radians,
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=

D = thennal diffusivity of the earth ft 2/hr [m2/hr].

The paper provides information regarding A, EO, PO, and D for many locations

around U.S. However, for locations for which the values of A, EO, PO, and D are not

available, the values corresponding to the nearest location available in Kusuda and

Anchebach (1965) have been used.

Boundary conditions at the top surface

The BFC-FV model incIudes a boundary condition model to present more detailed

temperature and mass distributions on the slab upper surface. The boundary

condition model is a collection of heat and mass sub models [or each type of surface

condition that may occur. The approach to this aspect of the modeling task has been

to treat the snow layer as quasi one-dimensional. Each surface node on the two-

dimensional slab is coupled to an instance of the surface boundary condition model.

The function of the boundary condition model is to identify a number of possible

surface conditions and apply the sub models to calculate the temperature and mass

distribution at local nodes. Which model is applied to calculate the surface condition

at the end of current time step of the simulation is decided based on the conditions at

the end of the last time step, the current type of precipitation, and the current surface

temperature.

There are a variety of surface conditions that may occur. The slab may be dry,

covered in "slush", or solid ice. The slab may be wet not only because of rain but

also at the final stages of melting. The surface condition is detennined from the

surface temperature and the mass of ice and water on each cell. A summary of the
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possible current conditions, and the possible conditions at the end of the time step,

are given in Table 1.1. The surface conditions that have been considered arc defined

as foHows:

Dry: The surface is free of liquid and ice. The surface temperature may be above

or below freezing.

Wet: The surface is above freezing and has some liquid retained on it, but no ice.

Dry Snow: The snow has freshly fallen snow on it but no liquid. The snow can be

regarded as a porous matrix of ice. The surface temperature is below freezing so

that snow is not currently being melted.

Slush: The surface contains ice in the fonn of snow crystals that are fully

saturated with water. Water penetrates the ice matrix to the upper surface. The

surface temperature is at the freezing point.

Snow and Slush: The surface contains snow that is partly melted. The lower part

of the snow is saturated with water and the upper is as dry snow. This is the

general melting snow condition and the surface temperature is at freezing point.

Solid Ice: The ice on the surface is in solid fonn rather than porous like snow.

The surface temperature must be below freezing.

Solid Ice and water: The surface consists of solid ice and water. This can occur

when rain falls on solid ice or when the solid ice is being melted. Melting can be

from below or above. The surface temperature is at freezing.
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Tab e 1.1

Possible Slab Surface Conditions ys. Different Initial Conditions

Note: unlikely conditions are indicated in parenthesis.

Initial Surface Precipitation Condition
Condition None Rain Snow

1. Dry 1 2,6 1, 3.4. 5, (2)

2. Wet 1,2,6 2. 6, (1) 2,4,6

3. Dry snow layer 3,4,5, (2) 4,5 3,4, 5. (2)

4. Slush layer 2, 4, 6, (1) 2.4, 6, (1) 2,4, 5, (7)

5. Snow & Slush 4,5, (6, 7) 4,5, (6, 7) 4,5, (6, 7)

6. Solid ice layer 2,4,6 2,4,6 5,7, (4)

7. Solid ice & water 7,6,2,1, (4) 7,2,6 5,7, (2,4)

The calculation of surface conditions requires simultaneous consideration of both

heat and mass transfer, and keeping track of the mass of both ice and liquid on each

cell at each step. For example, the mass of dry snow is calculated through the

calculation of the height of the saturated layer in the snow; the mass of the solid ice

is calculated if the situation arises. Keeping track of the masses of each phase and

type of solid requires the integration of the melting rate, evaporation rate, and the

rate of liquid runoff. The rules used to define the surface condition by mass and

temperature information are as follows:

The surface is assumed dry unless;

If the mass of liquid is greater than zero and the mass of ice is zero the condition

is wet;

If the mass of liquid is greater than zero and the mass of ice is greater than zero

and the mass of snow is greater than zero, it is assumed to be snow and slush;

If the mass of liquid is greater than zero and the mass of ice is greater than zero,

but the mass of snow is zero, it is assumed slush;
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If the mass of liquid is zero and the mass of ice is greater than zero and the mass

of snow is greater than zero, it is assumed to be dry snow;

If the mass of liquid is zero and the mass of solid ice is greater than zero, but the

mass of snow is zero, it is assumed to be solid ice;

If the mass of liquid is greater than zero and the mass of solid ice is greater than

zero, but the mass of snow is zero, it is assumed to be solid ice and water.

The boundary conditions of the finite volume solver can be specified as fixed

temperature, fixed flux, or a linear mixed condition. The boundary conditions are

highly non-linear as phase change occurs at the boundary_ It is necessary to have a

much more complicated model for the calculation of the slab surface temperature

that is more loosely coupled to the finite volume solver.

The finite volume solver (GEMS2D) is coupled to the boundary condition model by

passing surface temperature i.nformation and heat flux information between the two

models. Because the temperature becomes fixed at the point of melting, it is

necessary that the finite volume solver pass the surface flux it has calculated to the

boundary condition model. The boundary condition model then calculates the surface

temperature and the mass condition under this surface flux input. The new surface

temperature is, in tum, passed back to the finite volume solver. This iterative process

is considered converged when the heat flux calculated by the finite volume solver

becomes consistent with the surface temperature calculated by the boundary

condition model.
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There are seven pairs of sub models corresponding to seven types of surface

conditions that may occur as tabulated in Table 1.1. For brevity, only the melting

snow model is discussed in detail.

The melting snow model

First, conceptually the snow during the melting process is considered as a layer of

"dry" snow (ice crystals with no liquid water), and a layer of saturated snow (slush)

adjacent to the slab surface. Both the snow layer and the saturated layer may be

considered as porous media. The dry snow layer has air in the void space between

the snow crystals, and the saturated layer has water in the void space between the

snow crystals.

The mass transfers of interest to or from the snow layer are shown in Figure 1.7. The

snowfall rate is determined from weather data. Snowmelt rates are determined based

on an energy balance, to be discussed below. Sublimation isn't included in the

model, as it seemed an insignificant effect. It is also assumed that as melting occurs

the slush-snow line will move so that previously d.ry snow will become saturated

slush. Mass transfers to and from the saturated (slush) layer are shown in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.7: Mass transfer to/from the snow layer.

Evaporation

Rainfall

~ Runoff ""-Snowmelt

Almosphere

Snow layer

Slush/liquid layer

Slab

Figure 1.8: Mass transfer to/from the slush layer

All of the mass transfer processes described above have some conesponding heat

transfer. In addition, convection and radiation from the top surface of the snow layer

and conduction heat transfer to and through the snow and slush layers are important.

The approach adopted in tbe model employs three nodes - one at the upper surface

of the snow layer, one in the center of the snow layer and one at the saturated (sJ llsh)

layer. This model is represented schematically in Figure. 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of heat transfer in the snowmelt model

A number of assumptions are made with this model. These include:

• Unifonn temperature in the slush/liquid layer.

• Melting of snow occurs at the lower node only, either at the interface bctwecn the

snow and slush layers, or in the slush layer.

• Transfer of solid snow from the snow layer to thc slush layer is explicitly

accounted for in the mass balance. However, fro111 a heat transfer standpoint, it may

be neglected. Because the lower node covers both the slush layer and the bottom of

the snow layer, it makes no difference whether the snow melts at the interface or in

the slush layer. Therefore, no heat transfer path accounting for the transfer of solid

snow from the snow layer to thc slush layer is shown in Figure] .9.

• While convection from the upper surface of the snow is accounted for, convection

due to airflow through the porous snow layer is neglected. The model does not

necessitate neglecting this convection, so it may be included if further research

indicates that it is impOltant.
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• Likewise, convection and evaporation from the slush layer are neglected (when

covered with a layer of dry snow).

• Rainfall occUlTing after a snow layer has fonned is accounted for directly only at

the saturated layer.

• The snow melting process is treated as a quasi-one-dimensional process.

The model is fonned by five primary equations - a mass balance for the solid ice, a

mass balance for liquid water, and a heat balance on each node. The mass balance on

the ice is given by:

where,

m. = the mass of snow per unit area in the snow layer, Ibm/ft2 [kg/m
2
],u:e

e= the time, hr or s

m;"OI1'/"" = the snowfall rate in mass per unit area, Ibm/(hr-ft
2

) [kg/s-m
2
],

(1.21)

rn" , = mass rate of snow that is transferred to the slush in solid form, Ibm/(hr-ft
2

) or
mel

The mass balance on the liquid is given by:

drn, . II • /I • 1/

--=rn +m Inde me" mill - 1'1I1/0//

111, = the mass of liquid water per unit area in the slush layer, Ibm/ft
2 [kglm

2
],

In;nil' = the rainfall rate in mass per unit area, Ibm/(hr-ft
l

) [kg/s-m
2
],
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liz;:'ell = the snowmelt rate inl11ass per unit area, Ibm/(hr-n2
) [kgls-nl),

lil;/IIiOjJ = the rate ofnmoffin mass per unit area, Ibm/(hr-ft2
) [kg/s-m2

].

A simple heuristic approach has been taken to estimate the amount of runoff. In

order to approximate the effect of water being retained in the snow due to capillary

action, the runoff is limi ted to 10% of the melt rate until the saturated layer is 2

inches thick. The runoff rate is increased to the melt rate after this point in order to

prevent more water being retained.

In order to calculate the heat balances on the snow and saturated layers it is

necessary to work out the tota.1 mass of these two layers. This can be done by

assuming an effective porosity (or relative density) and calculating the thic.1mess of

these layers. The total height of the snow and slush layers can be found from the

mass of ice by:

(1.23 )

where

hlU / f1 { = the total thickness of the snow and saturated layers, ft [m],

neff = the effective porosity of the ice matrix (applies to both layers), dimensionless,

Pice = the density of ice, Ibmlft3 [kg/m3
].

The height of the saturated layer can be calculated from the mass of liquid,

(1.24)

L
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The height of the snow layer can be found by subtracting, hS/lOlI,=hlolal - hsar . Having

worked out the height of the respective layers their mass of the dry snow layer can be

found:

( 1.25)

The mass balance equations are coupled to the energy balance equations by the melt

rate. The energy balance on the snow layer is given conceptually as:

dtS1l0H: '" "n "
msnoH(:p de == qcorullfctio1lsnow - qsl10lvfnli - qcouvecl;olJ - q"(IdinlioJl

However, each of the vanous tenns must be defined in additional detail.

conduction heat flux from the slush layer to the snow layer is given by:

(1.26)

The

where

/I

qe()lu/U('fiOn,SIJO'I' = /C$UOll' (t I)
sl"sh - SJ/O\l'

O.5hSl/fHl·

( 1.27)

kS/lo.,= the thermal conductivity of the snow. Blu/(hr-ft-F) [W/Ill-K],

Isar = the temperature of the slush layer, of [0C],

lSI/OW = the temperature of the snow node, of [QC],

The heat flux due to snowfall is given as:

II = r'. /I c. (t - I )qslIoll!rd' lls/wIl/ali' p,lec .111011' 11

The convective heat flux is given by:
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n I (qcom'('er;oo = 11' tsw[oce - ta )

The radiative heat flux is given by:

(1.29)

"qrar!inlian (1.30)

J:U1!Oce is the absolute temperature of the slab surface, and TMR is the absolute mean

radiant temperature of surroundings. Under snowfall condition, surroundings are

approximately at the ambient air temperature. When there is no snow precipitation,

the mean radiant temperature is approximated by the following equation:

T = [T 4 F + T 4 (1 _ F )]114
Mil clou" Sf skye/enr .II'

(1.30-a)

where, F
sc

is the fraction of the radiation exchange that takes between slab and

clouds, l~lo"d is the absolute temperatme of clouds, and TSkyc/cor is the absolute

temperature of clear sky.

The snow surface temperature is found from a heat balance on the surface node:

.
t
~
c
(
(.

{ _ _ kSJlnlF ( " +( "
swftl('" - {'!If}\>' 0.5h ( lcmll'ecl;oll fmtl;illio,,)

snow

(1.31 )

The surface temperature has to be determined iteratively for the radiation and heat

balance calculation at each node. The slush layer is presumed in thermodynamic

equilibrium so that the temperature of the slush is uniform at melting point. Then, the

energy balance is given by:

." I - " +" -G" ,nlmclt 1if - qCOlldIlCf;OIl,slnb qmil/lidl 7COI/{/liCIIOII,SJlVW
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Assuming rainwater will be at the air temperature, the heat flux due to rainfall is

given by:

" . " ( )q rail/foil = m rail/fall C p, \I'lIIer t 1/ - t sh/!,II (1.33)

The mean radiant temperature and convection coefficient are calculated in the same

maimer as in Ramsey et af. (1999a).

The boundary condition model of the BFC-FV model also has disadvantages. The

heat flux from solar radiation is not considered. This may be acceptable under

design snowfall weather conditions. But to detennine actual system perfonnance,

solar radiation needs to be considered. The price for the detailed treatment of the

mass and temperature distLibution on the surface is the computing time. Much time

has been spent on the iteration between the main solver and the boundary condition

model.

As noted in the section of grid generation, the pipe lS included in the solution

domain. The boundary conditions at the pipe nodes can be specified as usual types,

fixed temperature, fixed flux, or a linear mixed condition. Temperatures at these

nodes are solved by the main solver with the other nodal temperatures inside the

domain.

• Initial Conditions

In a transient calculation, the initial conditions appli,ed to the calculation can be

just as significant as the boundary conditions. For the FD modeJ, the initialization is
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relatively simple- all the nodal temperatures are set to the dry bulb air temperature at the

simulation starting time, and as described in the previous section, the bottom is set

adiabatic. In the BFC-FV model, the initial slab and the ground temperatures have been

initialized according to location and weather conditions.

In order to take account of ground heat transfer, it is necessary not only to specify

the temperature at the bottom boundary (the lower surface of the ground), but also to

calculate the temperature profile thJough the calculation domain. This temperature profile

is driven by the ground temperature and the weather prior to the stom1 event. Therefore,

the BFC-FV model extends the period of simulation to include many more hours before

the start of the stonn. The approach taken involves using a one-dimensional model of

slab and ground. The ground temperature is specified at the lower boundary, and a two-

week period is simulated. To initialize the two-dimensional model, the final temperature

profile calculated using the one-dimensional model is taken and lIsed to define the initial

temperatures (according to cell depth) over the 2D grid. For each storm, the two-

dimensional calculation is made of six hours of weather data before the start of any snow

precipitation.

1.2.2.3 Transfer Function Method

Transient heat transfer in the two-dimensional slab can be solved numerically in a

variety of ways. The models mentioned above use numerical methods- finite difference

and finite volume. However, these methods have drawbacks in computational efficiency

because a large number of cells have been used to ensure accuracy. Another possible
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modeling method is a time series method. Generally, this method requires less time in

computing. Several of the detailed building energy analysis programs such as EnergyPlus

use a time series solution to transient heat conduction in building wall. The most basic

time series solution is the response factor equation, which relates the flux at one surface

of an element to an infinite series of temperature histories on both sides. The conduction

transfer formulation replaces the infinite series of temperatures with a finite number of

temperature and flux history terms.

The basic foml of a conduction heat transfer function (CTF) solution without a

heat source or sink, giving heat flux at the inside surface, is shown as follows:

M M k

1/ ="X T -"YT +"F 1/qi,1 LJ m i.l-m+1 L...J m 0,1-11I+1 ~ mq;,t-m
m=t m;;l 111=1

(1.34)

Where k is the order of the conduction transfer functions, M is a finite number defined by

the order of the conduction transfer functions, and X, Y, and F are the conduction function

coefficients. The equation relates the current heat flux at the interior surface via a linear,

algebraic equation to temperature and heat flux histories.

Strand (1995, 1997) developed and verified heat source transfer functions (QTFs)

for transient heat conduction with a source or si11k. As with the CTFs, the QTFs can be

derived by a Laplace transform or a state space method while the heat source transmitted

to the slab is treated as a definable, variable input. The QTFs are in a similar form to the

CTFs as:

M M k M

q" =" X T. -" Y T +" F q:' +"W a _ Ii,t LJ k,m 1,f-ItI+1 ~ k,m 0,1-11I+1 ~ 111 1,1-111 L.....J m 1 sour('(!.l m+
m==1 m=1 m=J m::1
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Where, X, Y, Z, F and Ware the heat source transfer function coefficients. The heat

source history is taken into the consideration. The QTF method is described in more

detai I in Chapter 3.

1.3. Thesis Objective and Scope

This study aims at modeling transient perfonnance of the hydronic

heating/cooling system. The study is intended to achieve a better understanding of

systems to establish better design guidelines in future. The tlu'ee main objectives of this

study can be summarized as follows:

1) Develop and implement a parametric study of snow-melting systems for

ASHRAE I090-RP. Examine general design issues such as the effects of pipe

spacing, depth, insulation placement, and edge and back losses under the

transient weather conditions and system operations.

2) Develop a new heated bridge deck model based on the time series method

(QTFs).

3) Use the model to analyze the performance and behavior of actual bridge deck

heating systems.

Chapter 2 of this thesis addresses the first objective. The snow-melting model

developed for ASHRAE l090-RP is used to simulate the transient response of the slab

during the storm event. A center zone is evaluated for 360 cases of various

configurations. The minimum heat fluxes that are required to achieve the specified free

area ratio are found for these cases. The back losses are examined. An edge zone is
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studied with 180 cases of various configurations. The minimum fluxes found in the center

zone study are applied in the edge zone cases. The surface conditions achieved in the

edge zone are checked. The edge losses are examined.

Chapter 3 of this thesis addresses the second objective. The development and

validation of a bridge deck model based on the time series method is presented. The

simulation results are compared with the analytical solution and results from other

software.

Chapter 4 of this thesis addresses the third objective. The model based on the time

series method is applied to predict the performance of a hydronic bridge deck system

under real weather conditions. The heating mode and the recharge mode are examined.

Results are compared to experimental measurements.

Finally, Chapter 5 of this thesis summarizes the conclusions of the individual

studies.
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2. Parametric Study of Snow-Melting System

2.1. Introduction

The transient behavior of snow-melting systems is caused by dynamic weather

conditions andintenllittent system operation. The them1al mass in the system is quite

significant and introduces significant time lag into the system. The thermal history of the

system and the transient nature of the weather have been taken into account in this

chapter.

The work of this chapter has been performed as a part of the ASHRAE l090-RP

(research project). The numerical method is based on the earlier contributions of the

project. This project is aimed at studying the significance of transient effects on the

snow-melting system perfonnance. This chapter describes an investigation of the effects

of two phenomena on the transient snow-melting system behavior. One is back and edge

losses, and the other is transient design condi tions and operation of the snow-melti ng

system. Two parametlic studies are described. The studied parameters include pipe

spacing, pipe depth, pipe diameter, insulation level, soil conductivity, location, and storm.

The minimum pipe fluxes have been found to maintain either:

• A free area ratio of one, for all hours of the storm, except a number of hours

equivalent to the number of hours for which the steady-state 99% non-exceedance

conditions were exceeded (the concept of the steady-state 99% non-exceedance

condition is introduced below).
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• Or, for the free area ratio of zero case, the minimum pipe flux was found that only

allowed the snow height to increase for a number of hours equivalent to the

number of hours for which the steady-state 99% non-exceedance conditions were

exceeded.

If input pipe flux is less than the minimum, the surface can't achieve or maintain

the specified free area ratio. Some terminology is defined as follows.

• A certain percentile steady-state load and non-exceedance conditions

The steady-state loads (according to the ASHRAE 926-RP calculation procedure) for

each location were calculated for 12 years of available data for a free area ratio of 1.0

or 0.0. Sorting of all the hours of data according to the size of load allows different

percentile loads to be found. For a given st01111, the number of hours the steady-state

.Ioads are above a particular percentile can be counted. There are four percentiles

conventionally considered, namely the 99, 95, 90, and 75 percentile.

The number of hours in the st01111 above the percentile of interest is probably a good

indication of the severity of the storm. The steady-state percentile non-exceedance

condition is that the steady-state loads of a given storm are below the specified

percentile.

• Heat fluxes

Heat flux supplied to the pipe is called input heat flux or input flux. When specifying

the boundary condition at the pipe wall, input flux is in units of BTU/(hr per ft of

pipe). Heat flux at the upper surface of the slab is called surface flux. Heat flux at the

bottom surface of the slab is called back loss, and edge loss is the heat transfer
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through the slab edges. In the original outputs of the simulation, the units of these

heat fluxes are BTU/(hr per ft of pipe). But heat fluxes are presented as BTU/(hr-ft2)

in the analysis by dividing the original output by the pipe spacing.

• Percentage loss (per)

per = Q, *100%
Qi

(2.1 )

where, Q, is the summation of energy loss at each cell through the back/edge of the

slab, BTU/(lrr per ft of pipe) [W/m], Qj is the total energy input to the slab, BTU/(hr

per ft of pipe) [W/m].

• Center zone and edge zone

Two representative zones of the heated slab are shown in Figure 2.1. Center zone is

the domain far away from slab edges. Thus, effects of slab sides are negligible. To

simplify the simulation, center zone is from the pipe centerline to the plane of

symmetry. The edge zone is the domain near the slab edge, and is used to analyze the

heat losses from the edge to ground. As shown in Spitler, eL al. (200 I), two pipes

should be sufficient to allow edge losses to be estimated.

Cenler Zone

Figure 2.1: Representation of soil and slab for edge and center zone
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• System operation

Based on the recommendations of the ASHRAE Project Monitoring Subcommittee,

idling isn't considered in the study, as it is never or almost never utilized today.

• Number ofhours excluded

The number of hours where the performance is allowed to fall below the design

criterion is called the number of hours excluded in the parametric study.

2.2. Methodology of Parametric Study

The snow-melting model used in ASHRAE 1090-RP is the highly detailed two-

dimensi.onal transient model (the BFC-FV model) described in Chapter 1. The model can

provide the temperature distribution of the slab and surroundings for the whole length of

the storm.

2.2.1. Organization and Methodology of Parametric Study

Current snow-melting system design procedures are based on conditions typical

of the center slab zone. Some snow coverage at the edge of the slab is likely to be

tolerated. Accordingly, edge losses and snow-melting perfOlmance at the edge of the slab

are based on design heat inputs found for center. So the ,first step is a large parametric

study in which the minimum fluxes for the center zones to maintain a specified free area

ratio are determined. The results enable us 10 detennine the transient effect of the design

conditions/operations and back losses on the design loads. Then the same input heat

'fluxes are supplied to the edge zone. This enables LIS to find the edge losses under these

conditions and the con-esponding minimum free area ratio achieved.
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The parametric study for the center zone is summarized in Table 2.1. The tube

spacing, tube depth, insulation, soil conductivity, location, and stoml type are the

parameters varied. The soil conductivity is varied when the insulation level at the slab

bottom is 2"(50mm). Totally, there are 360 different cases, and a substantially large

number of simulations are required to find the correct minimum flux.

Table 2.1

Center Zone Parametric Study

Number Parameter Levels
3 Spacing (6,8,12 inches)
2 Depths (2,4 inches)
2 Insulation levels at the slab bottom (none, 2" expanded polystyrene)
1.5 Soil conductivities (for non-insulated case, 2 values corresponding to

saturated clay and dry light soil; for insulated case just use sahlrated day)
10 Locations (Spokane, Reno, SLC, Colorado Springs, Chicago, OKC,

Minneapolis, Buffalo, Boston and Philadelphia)
2 Stonns (1 99% storm each for free area ratio one or zero)
? Simulations is required find either the minimum flux for Ar=l or Ar=O.

The parametric study for the edge zone is summarized in Table 2.2. In many

cases, it's not practical to keep the surface snow free for the edge zone. It often requires

unreasonable high flux input to the pipe. Therefore, the study in edge zone focuses on the

edge losses and the cOlTesponding minimum free area ratio achieved for the design flux

found for the center zone.
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Table 2.2

Edge Zone Parametric Study

Number Parameter Levels
3 Spacing (6,8,12 inches)
2 Depths (2,4 inches)
2 Insulation levels at the slab bottom (none, 2" expanded polystyrene)
1.5 Soil conductivities (for non-insulated case, 2 values corresponding to

saturated clay and dry light soil; for insulated case just use saturated
clay)

10 Locations (Spokane, Reno, SLC, Colorado Springs, Chicago, OKC,
Minneapolis, Buffalo, Boston and Philadelohia)

2 Stonns (l 99% stoml each for free area ratio one or zero)
1 Heat flux (the same as the minimum flux found by center zone study).

2.2.2. Methodology of Center Zone Parametric Study

The center zone parametric study investigates the effect of the transient design

condition/operation and back losses on the design loads and compare these transient

design loads. As shown in Table 2.1, there are 360 cases to study and a large number of

simulations are needed for finding the minimum flux. The methodology for the center

zone study may be described in three parts,

• development of minimum flux search algorithm,

• batch processing,

• post-processing of data.

Search Algorithm for Minimum Flux

The search algorithm automatically and iteratively runs the simulation to find the

minimum flux within some tolerance. A flow chart for the search algorithm is shown in

Figure 2.2.
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To save computational time, the simulation has been modified internally to check

whether or not the specified conditions have been exceeded, and if so, to stop

prematurely. For example, if searching for free area ratio A r=l, at a certain flux the

number of hours where there is some snow on the slab may exceed the allowable number

of hours. Once this happens, there is no need to continue the simulation. Therefore, it is

stopped; that flux is now known to be too low, and the search continues.

In addition to the inputs for the two dimensional snow-melting model, the other

inputs needed for the flux search are kept in a tile named INPUT.dat. The information

includes the upper limit flux, the free area ratio expected, the number of hours excluded

and the search tolerance. The initial lower limit flux is assumed zero. Hourly free area

ratio and the search results are written to the OUTPUT.dat.

The search scheme may be described as root finding over an interval that is

bounded by the lower and upper limit input fluxes. The interval is shortened step-by-step

in the searching process. A new evaluation point (the new input heat flux) is selected by

applying golden section over the interval. The selection can be described as follows,

•
"«
(
'....,
II..

where

g = golden section ratio, 0.618

qi = the new input flux for the next time step, BTU/(ft-hr) [W/m],

q\ = the lower limit flux for the search, BTU/(ft-hr) [W/m],

qu= the upper limit flux for the search, BTU/(ft-hr) [W/m].
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At any step in the search, a lower limit flux and upper limit flux will have already

been determined. If the simulation using the input flux at the evaluation point allows the

required conditions to be met, this input flux becomes the new upper timit. Otherwise, it

becomes the new lower limit.

For the cases that the expected fj-ee area ratio is nonzero, if current flux input is

lower than required, the program looks for the last hour index where the free area ratio is

less than the requirement. For the cases that the expected free area ratio equals to zero,

the program searches the last hour index that the snow height increases. The value of this

hour number is set as the length for the next simulation.

'..
~..
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Data input
the upper limit flux,
the effective free area,
the number ofhours excluded,
the search tolerance,
and so on.

Set the upper limit flux as the flux input to the
system and the whole length of the storm as the

simulation length.

Simulate one time step.

Calculate the parameter (such as the free area ratio
or the snow height) and output. Count the number
of hours where the surface condition doesn't reach

the requirement.

..
'..

Increase the flux
input. Set the new
simulation length

for the next
simulation.

Decrease the flux

No

No

Yes

Update the upper limit or the lower limit flux by the input
flux. Calculate the difference between the two limits.

No

Set the current upper limit flux as the flux input
to the system and the whole length of the storm as
the simulation length. Redo the simulation.

Show warning
message input

Figure 2.2: The Flow Chart for the Minimum Flux Search
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In order to keep the simulation time reasonable, the flux is only found within a

ce11ain tolerance. Once the uncertainty of the flux is within this tolerance, the program

stops. As described above, the program updates the upper limit and lower limit of the flux

after every simulation and calculates the difference. The upper limit flux satisfies the

surface requirement and the lower limit flux does not. The exact value of the minimum

flux must be in the interval of the two limits. Because the simulation program internally

uses heat input per unit length of pipe, and the tolerance was specified as 5.0 BTU/(hr per

ft pipe), the final uncertainty in input heat flux with unit BTU/(hr-ft2) presented in the

analysis varies depending on the tube spacing, for instance, if the minimum input flux

found by program is XBTU/(hr per ft pipe), the exact value of the minimum flux is in the

interval of (X-5.0, X) BTU/(hr per ft pipe), that is, for cases that pipe spacing is 6", the

uncertainty of the exact value of the minimum flux is 10 BTU/(hr-ft2), while for cases

that pipe spacing is 12", the uncertainty of the exact value of the minimum flux is 5

BTU/(hr-ft2). The tolerance is summarized in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3

Tolerance of Minjmum Fluxes

Flux found by program The value of minimum flux
(BTU/(ft2-hr» (BTU/(ft2-hr»).

Spacing - 6" Y (Y-IO.O)-Y
Spacing - 8" Y (Y-7.5)-Y
Spacing - 12" Y (Y-5.0)-Y

Batch Processing

A parametric study of center and edge geometries is made using the following

parameter variations.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

10 locations (Spokane, Reno, SLC, Springs in Colorado, Chicago, OKC,

Minneapolis, Buffalo, Boston, Philadelphia)

2 stonns at each location (99%-tile Ar= 1, 99%-tile Ar=O)

Insulated and un-insulated slabs

3 pipe spacing

2 pipe depth

2 soil conductivities

It represents 360 combinations of location, storm and configuration. A batch

command file is used to deal with the cases automatically. Through batch processing,

groups of simulations could be run on different computers at different time. Batch

command files are generated using a program created in Visual Basic.

2.2.3. Methodology of Edge Zone Parametric Study

Because the edge zone parametric study doesn't require searching for the

minimum flux, a similar but simpler approacb than that llsed for the center zone

parametric study is utilized. The batch processing is similar.

2.3. Results and Discussion

2.3.1. Center Zone Parametric Study

2.3.1.l.Case A r=l

Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show the results for the center zone parametric studies

with expected free area ratio 1. The minimum fluxes for each combination of the
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parameters are tabulated in Table 2.4. The fluxes maintain a free area ratio of 1 for the

entire storm, except the number of hours where the steady-state design load exceeded the

99% non-exceedance level. The 99% non-exceedance loads can be found from the

ASHRAE handbook.

By normalizing the minimum fluxes against the 99% non-exceedance loads, it

shows more clearly in Table 2.5 the relationship between the steady-state design loads

without back losses and the actual transient load with back losses. Looking at Table 2.5,

the following observation may be made:

• Several searches are stopped due to the flux requirement exceeded the upper limit

(900 Btu/h-ft2
). The very high flux requirements indicate it's impractical to

achieve the design goal that maintains the surface free of snow when the system is

operated without idling. The high flux requirements generally occur when storms

start with relatively high calculated steady-state loads. Without idling, very high

fluxes are required to raise the slab temperature sufficiently at the start of the

storm.

• The results are most sensitive to the storm itself. This will be discussed in more

detail below. Briefly, it has been noted that storms that start off with relatively

low loads, perhaps even ceasing to snow for a few hours, then increasing in

intensity, will have much lower ratios than storms that start off with high load.

• After the storm itself, the results are most sensitive to the spacing. The farther

apart the tubes, the more difficult it is to maintain a completely snow-free surface.

Also, as the tubes are placed deeper, the effect of spacing is less important.
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•

•

The results are somewhat less sensitive to the depth of the tubing. Generally, the

depth is more important for the storms that are intense early on. With stonns that

are less intense in the early hours, the depth make relatively little difference.

Furthermore, there are a significant number of scenarios where increasing the

depth decreases the flux requirement.

The results are almost completely insensitive to the soil conductivity and whether

or not insulation has been installed.

Also, unless further research proves otherwise, we would not assume that the

stonns are typical of the location. Currently, we would not draw the conclusion by

locations. A better way to draw conclusions is to categorize the results by stonns.

Sensitivity to Storm

As stated above, the most important factor for the load is the stann itself. To

illustrate the sensitivity to the storm, we might first consider stonns where the ratios of

the minimum required heat flux to the 99% steady-state load are fairly high, in Spokane

and Oklahoma City. Weather data for these storms are plotted in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The

top plot of each figure shows the weather conditions; the bottom plot shows the steady-

state design loads calculated for each hour.
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Table 2.4

Minimum Required Heat Flux (BTU/hr-ft2
) for Transient Conditions with Back Losses (Free Area Ratio = 1.0)

Spokane Reno SLC SprinQs ChicaQo OKe Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia

99% steady load (Btu/(Mt2
)) 159 137 120 219 235 260 254 330 229 246

---

C\J Spacing=6" 367 227 146 364 342 420 344 438 334 301
II

L:-
Spacing=8" 437 258 157 432 398 510 385 495 376 342LOG:' i5..

1f~
Q)

Cl Spacing=12" 738 372 191 704 616 850 533 692 509 462
==.c:

'- 0-

'it Spacing=6" 523 295 167 567 530 620 444 515 374 33700---CD ~.2>-
.S!! l:O J:=

Spacing=8" 599 301 167 614 563 668 460 531 386 379i5..
c Q)

0 0 Spacing;12" 854 353 184 831 757 >900 564 623 451 448:;:;
~

"S N Spacing=6" 367 223 146 350 319 404 335 430 334 308
00 II
.5 .c: Spacing;8" 432 250 161 420 356 487 379 489 380 3480 vu.:. i5..

Q)c
~~ 0 Spacing=12" 792 367 195 685 559 816 530 692 520 475
== L:-0-

535 295 175 554 444 520 390 34900--- ~ Soacino=6" 482 594~.a II
CD L:-

173 644i5.. Spacing=8" 596 304 595 510 453 541 396 362
Q)

0 Spacing=12" 854 361 195 812 689 >900 568 649 472 469

Q) N Spacing=6" 367 212 133 372 356 434 345 412 292 271
>0- Il
ell .c:- a. Spacing=8" 429 242 135 429 410 518 375 458 328 298c LOG:'0 (\)

~
. , 0

'IT~ Soacino=12" 687 317 161 642 631 854 513 581 420 418
:i == .c:
Ul 0-
.~ Ul---

~ Spacing=6" 494 240 138 511 523 601 404 417 300 301~.3
(,j co II

.c:

= is. Spacing;8" 532 242 135 544 551 649 419 425 302 303
.~

Q)

0
Spacing=12" 717 281 146 704 726 885 502 481 343 343

* 1 BTU/hr-ftc = 3.155 W/m-.
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Table 2.5

Nonnalized Minimum Required Heat Flux for Transient Conditions with Back Losses (Free Area Ratio = 1.0)

Spokane Reno SLC Springs Chicago OKC Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia
99% steady load (Btu/(h-tt2)) 159 137 120 219 235 260 254 330 229 246

C\J Spacing",6U 2.3 1.7 1.2 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.2
II

.s:::.
Spacing=8" 2.7 1.9 1.3 2.0 1.7 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.4LOLL E.

· , (l)

0'" 0 Spacing=,2" 4.6 2.7 1.6 3.2 2.6 3.3 2.1 2.1 2.2 1.9II~
=.r;:.... 0-

"" Spacinq=6" 3.3 2.2 1.4 2.6 2.3 2.4 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.41/)--
Q) ~.a II>- ClJ .s:::.
.!!l E. Spacina=8" 3.8 2.2 1.4 2.8 2.4 2.6 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.5
c (l)

0 0 Spacinq=12U 5.4 2.6 1.5 3.8 3.2 - 2.2 1.9 2.0 1.8
§

1.6 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3::::l C\l Spacing=6" 2.3 1.6 1.6en IIc .s:::.
2.7 1.8 1.3 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.4.-

v LL E. Spacing=8" 1.5 1.9
0
c · . (l)

111;: 0 Spacing=12" 5.0 2.7 1.6 3.1 2.4 3.1 2.1 2.1 2.3 1.9
=.s:::.
o~

3.4 2.2 1.5 2.3 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.41/):'
"" Spacing=6u 2.5 2.1

~- II
ClJ .s:::.

is. Spacing=8" 3.7 2.2 1.4 2.7 2.2 2.5 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.5
(l)

0 Spacing=12u 5.4 2.6 1.6 3.7 2.9 - 2.2 2.0 2.1 1.9

'- C\l Spacing=6" 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.1(l)
>. II ,
C1l .s:::.

1.2- E. Spacing=8u 2.7 1.8 1.1 2.0 1.7 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.4c: L()~.9 (l)
• I 0

I2 c:rr1r Spacino=12u 4.3 2.3 1.3 2.9 2.7 3.3 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.7
:J =.s:::.
I/) o~

.6 (1)--
~ Spacino=6" 3.1 1.8 1.1 2.3 2.2 2.3 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.2~.a

C'l lD II
.s:::.

£ a.. Spacing=8u 3.3 1.8 1.1 2.5 2.3 2.5 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.2
.~

(l)

a
Spacing=12" 4.5 2.1 1.2 3.2 3.1 3.4 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.4

iJejc/l7 kiS:i8A/U/i alBis. eWOWI5!o
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For both of these stonns, in the first couple hours, the storm intensity is high. Heat

supplied to the slab not only raises the slab temperature above the freezing point but also

clears the high load in time. Another point worth noli ng is that for both of these stonns,

the number of hours that exceed the 99%-tile steady state load is small, only two hours.

That means only two hours are allowed when the free area ratio is less than one. In other

words, the supplied heat flux must be high enough to raise the surface temperature and

clear the snow in the beginning one or two hours.

To summarize, there are three factors significantly affecting the ratio of transient,

with back loss required beat flux to steady state required heat flux: the st01111, the initial

slab temperature and the number of hours excluded.

As an alternative, consider Salt Lake City, which has relatively low ratios

between the transient requirement and the 99%-tile steady state load. Weather conditions

and loads for the Salt Lake City storm are shown in Figure 2.5.

For this stoml, the high intensity occurs late. But the system will tU111 on very

early because there is 75% load occurring at the beginning of the stoml. Before the rest of

the storm hits, the system has enough time to wann the slab, so a relatively lower flux is

required. This is analogous to idling the system. It's effective in lowering the flux

requirement. To further demonstrate the phenomenon, the storm is artificially modified

by moving the second batch of precipitation forward in time. The artificially modified

stom1 is shown in Figure 2.6.
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For the case with no insulation, soil conductivity of 0.5 Btu/(h-ft2-F), spacing 12",

the minimum heat flux required with the original stom1 is 191 Btu/(h-ft\ While with the

artificial modified stann, it illcreases to 229 Btu/(h-ft2). This represents an increase in the

ratio from 1.6 to 1.9.

More examples are available to demonstrate the importance of the actual snowfall

pattern on the ratio required heat flux for transient conditions. If a free area ratio of one is

absolutely required, idling at some level will probably be necessary. On the other hand, if

some time lag in clearing off the snow is allowable, then the steady state heat fluxes or

moderately increased heat fluxes might be acceptable.

Effect of Depth on the Minimum Flux Requirement

It might be expected that the deeper tubing would increase the heat flux

requirement due to the slower response of the surface flux to the source. However, there

are a large number of cases where increasing the depth either decreases the heat flux

requirement or has a negligible influence. The cases generally occur in the storms for

which the high intensity hours come late and the nonnalized flux requirement ratios are

relatively low. For this type ofstom1, the latter hours of the st0I111 are more important to

maintain the expected requirement. It makes the additional time delay caused by the

deeper tubing not significant. Conversely, for StOI111S with relatively high ratios, the

deeper the tubing, the more likely it is that the flux requirement increases. For this type of

storms, the high intensity hours occur early. The response speed of the slab in the first
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several hours has the most significant effect on the surface conditions that may be

achieved.

Within any given storm, the wider the spacing, the more likely it is that increasing

the depth of the tubing will decrease the minimum heat flux requirement. The more

unifoffil heat flux yielded by the deeper tubing allows more unifol1n melting.

To demonstrate the point above, the concept of the controlling hour is introduced.

It's very obvious that for any given storm, in the flux searching process, there is one or

two hours that tend to control the required heat flux. For example, decreasing the heat

flux slightly wiU cause the [Tee area ratio to drop below one for that hour. For the Buffalo

stoml, we have studied the surface heat flux and surface conditions for a heat flux of

622.7 BTU/hr-ft2
, 12" spacing, and 2" and 4" depths, at the controlling hour, in Figures

2.7 and 2.8. [n these plots, the distance "0.0" represents the location above the tube; and

the distance "0.5" would be midway between the tubes. For this hour, the more uniform

heat flux of the deeper pipe allows 622.7 BTU/hr-ft2 to be sufficient for the 4" deep

tubing, but not for 2" deep tubing.
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2.3.1.2 Case Ar=O

Table 2.6 and Table 2.7 show the results for the center zone parametric studies

with expected free area ratio equals to O. As the results for Ar=I, the minimum flux

requirement is more sensitive to the storm itself than any other factors. After that, the

spacing is most important. The effect of the tubing depth is less important, and highly

stoml-dependent. Again, the soil conductivity and insulation have little, if any, effect.
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Table 2.6

Minimum Required Heat Flux (BTU/hr-ft2
) for Transient Conditions with Back Losses (Free Area Ratio::; 0.0)

Spokane Reno SLC Sprinas Chicaao OKe Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia

99% steady load (Btu/(h-tf)) 67 113 104 112 83 113 113 112 172 150

N SpacinQ=6" 161 146 127 83 185 185 267 168 267 404
II

.r:.
SpacinQ==8" 193 157 146 75 208 239 301 192 296 482LOLL a.

'if~
w
Cl SpacinQ=12" 319 219 201 89 283 487 406 364 395 804

=.r:.
.... 0-

~ SpacinQ==6" 316 210 172 140 233 366 333 256 344 643en--cJ) ~.B II>- CD .r:.
..!!l a. Spacing=8" 312 213 180 139 242 420 329 290 342 694
c OJ
0 Cl Soacing=12" 319 260 261 139 289 587 381 372 386 >900
~
::J • Spacina=6" 151 146 134 83 185 150 261 168 267 386C\l
(/) II
.£ .r:.

Soacina=8" 162 167 146 72 208 201 296 185 296 468
~LL a.

0 (])c
If~ Cl Soacina=12" 273 236 211 81 287 399 397 328 399 788
=.r:.
0-

'=t Soacina=6" 271 188 178 134 240 299 323 220 350 631en--
~E 11

CD .r:.
Soacina=8" 267 199 188 134 247 344 322 252 345 685C.

co
Cl Spacing=12" 278 240 273 130 295 564 376 376 399 >900

Q) N Spacina=6" 178 146 123 79 172 220 250 175 252 404
>- II
~ .t:

SpacinQ=8" 204 157 134 280 240c: LOLL a. 72 193 280 275 482
0 co
~ 'if~

Cl
347 208 178 84 237 500 376 361Spacino=12" 368 792

"5 >O:J:en o~

.~ 1/)--
'=t Spacing=6" 333 188 151 123 199 400 289 269 319 620~.E:

C'l CD II
.r:.

£: a. Spacina=8u 334 193 154 121 204 422 288 279 309 654
.§ w

Cl
SpacinQ=12" 342 229 211 122 256 559 300 328 328 >900

* 1 BTUIhr-fe =3.155 W/m-.
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Table 2.7

Normalized Minimum Required Heat Flux for Transient Conditions with Back Losses (Free Area Ratio =0.0)

Spokane Reno SLC Springs ChicaQo OKC Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia

99% steady load (Btul(h-fe)) 67 113 104 112 83 113 113 112 172 150

N Spacing=6" 2.4 1.3 1.2 0.7 2.2 1.6 2.4 1.5 1.6 2.7
"~ Spacing=8" 2.9 1.4 1.4 0.7 2.5 2.1 2.7 1.7 1.7 3.2LOG:' a.
Ql

1f~ 0 $pacing=12" 4.8 1.9 1.9 0.8 3.4 4.3 3.6 3.2 2.3 5.4
==..c.

~
0::::::-

"r Spacina;6" 4.7 1.9 1.7 1.3 2.8 3.2 2.9 2.3 2.0 4.3(J) 1Il :::J
:x: as ">,

t~ Soacina=8" 4.7 1.9 1.7 1.2 2.9 3.7 2.9 2.6 2.0 4.6
c Ql
0 a Spacing=12" 4.8 2.3 2.5 1.2 3.5 5.2 3.4 3.3 2.2 -:;::::;
co
'5 C\I Soacina=6" 2.2 1.3 1.3 0.7 2.2 1.3 2.3 1.5 1.6 2.6
(f) II
C .r::

Spacina=8" 2.4 1.5 1.4 0.6 2.5 1.8 2.6 1.7 1.7 3.1,-- a0 -<i:u, Qlc 11'4;= 0 Soacing=12" 4.1 2.1 2.0 0.7 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.9 2.3 5.3
=.r::
o~

~ Spacing:::6u 4.1 1.7 1.7 1.2 2.9 2.6 2.9 2.0 2.0 4.2(J)--
:x: 2 "Cl:l -5 Spacing=8" 4.0 1.8 1.8 1.2 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.3 2.0 4.6c.

Ql

Cl Spacing:::12u 4.1 2.1 2.6 1.2 3.6 5.0 3.3 3.4 2.3 .
... C\I Spacing=6" 2.7 1.3 1.2 0.7 2.1 1.9 2.2 1.6 1.5 2.7Ql
>- II
~ .J::

c LOLL a SpacinQ:::8" 3.0 1.4 1.3 0.6 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.1 1.6 3.2
.9 Ql. , 0co <rr1;: Soacina=12" 5.2 1.8 1.7 0.7 2.9 4.4 3.3 3.2 2.1 5.3
"3 ::: .J:::
1Il o~
C (J)--

"r Spacing=6" 5.0 1.7 1.4 1.1 2.4 3.5 2.6 2.4 1.9 4.1.- :x:.2co II
('II .c.
-5 c.. SpacinQ=8" 5.0 1.7 1.5 1.1 2.5 3.7 2.5 2.5 1.8 4.4
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Transient Effect on the Load

It might be noted that for some combinations of parameters, the transient load

required by the Colorado Springs stolln is less than the steady state load. This may be

explained by the actual weather condition before the storm hits. For Colorado Springs,

the storm starts from the 181h hour. The air temperature is quite wann prior to the stonn.

It is expected that the slab temperature will be above freezing at the stali of snow

precipitation, and will melt some of snow using the thermal energy stored in the slab.

Therefore, in this case, the transient effects help rather than hinder the performance.
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Figure 2.9: Colorado Springs Storm with Wann Conditions prior to Snowfall
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2.3.1.3 Back Losses

Designers are interested not only in the minimum flux requirement of the system

but also in the actual back losses. Table 2.8 and Table 2.9 show the results ofmaximum

percentage back loss for free area ratio of 1 and 0 respectively. Because the back loss

varies every hour, what's tabulated is the maximum percentage back loss.

The following trends may be observed:

• Insulation is quite effective in reducing the back loss.

• Soil conductivity has significant impact on the back losses.

• The depth is relatively important - the deeper tubing has, as expected, higher back

losses. Naturally, this is more significant for uninsulated slabs and higher

conductivity soil.

• Pipe spacing has less impact on the back losses.

'. ~
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Table 2.8

Maximum Percentage Back Loss (BTU/hr-ft2) for Transient Conditions (Free Area Ratio = 1.0)

Spokane Reno SLC SprinQs Chica~o OKC Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia
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Table 2.9

Maximum Percentage Back Loss for Transient Conditions (Free Area Ratio = 0.0)
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2.3.2. Edge Zone Parametric Study

The minimum heat fluxes detennined by the center zone study are used as heat

flux input in the edge zone simulations. The numerical domain is shown in Figure 2.10.

To display properly, the plot is truncated- the soil domain width and depth extend well

beyond what is shown. The left hand side, the right hand side and the bottom of the

domain are assumed adiabatic. The bold lines separate the slab from the soil. For

purposes of calculating the free area ratio or average snow height of the edge zone, the

surface of the edge zone is considered to be that part labeled Patch 1 and Patch 2.
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Figure 2.10: Grid Sample for Edge Zone Simulation

The minimum free area ratios achieved are tabulated in Table 2.10 for the Ar=l

stonns. The number of hours that the steady-state design load exceeds 99% design load

has been excluded from the analysis. In the table, a value of 1 would indicate that the

edge zone perfonned similarly to the center zone. For all cases where the edge was
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insulated with 2"(50mm) of insulation, the edge zone performed similar to the center

zone as expected. That is, the edge zone was completely snow free by the time the center

zone was completely snow free.

For cases that the edge zone was not insulated, it can be observed that the

perfonnance has been degraded. The heat flux supplied to the pipe is the minimum flux

for the center zone that maintai.ns the free area ratio of I. For edge zone cases without the

insulation, this heat flux can't maintain the expected free area ratio. The ratio is still very

close to one, indicating that only at the very edge was the performance degradation

significant.

As expected, higher soil conductivity and deeper tube depth cause more

degradation in performance. Higher tube spacing generally appears to have better

performance. This may be specious, as the analysis area (Patch 1 and Patch 2) increase

with higher tube spacing. Presumably, smaller tube spacing should give better

performance near the edge.
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Table 2.10

Minimum Free Area Ratio near the Edge for Transient Conditions (Free Area Ratio = 1.0)

Spokane Reno SLC Springs Chicago QKC Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia
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Table 2.11

Maximum Percentage Edge Losses for Transient Conditions (Free Area Ratio = 1.0)

Spokane Reno SLC Sorinas Chicaao OKC Minneapolis Buffalo Boston Philadelphia
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2.4. Conclusion of Parametric Study

The parametric study of snow-melting systems investigates the effects of transient

conditions, back losses, tube spacing, tube depth, insulation, and soil conductivity on

system performance. Key findings for cases with free area ratio of one include:

• The 99% steady-state non-exceedance loads are not closely correlated to the

performance of the system under transient conditions with back losses. The heat flux

required to maintain the pavement snow-free for the number of hours with steady-

state loads less than the 99% non-exceedance loads, may be from 1 to 5 times as high

as the 99% non-exceedance load.

• For some cases, the flux requirement exceeds the level that is feasible to obtain in

practice. It indicates that in many situations, it's impractical to meet the design goal

of maintaining a free area ratio of one. In these cases, idling is suggested.

• More than any other factor, the results are most sensitive to the stonn itself Storms

that start off with relatively low loads, perhaps even ceasing to snow for a few hours,

then increasing in intensity, will have much lower ratios of heat flux requirement

than the stonns that start off with high loads.

• After the stoTIn, the results are most sensitive to pipe spacing. The farther apart the

tubes, the more difficult it is to maintain free area ratio of one. As the tubes are

placed deeper, the effect of spacing is less important.

• The flux requirements are almost insensitive to the soil conductivity and the

insulation level. Insulation is useful for reducing back losses, particularly as the

snow event increases in time.
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For a free area ratio of zero, the results are much more difficult to interpret. With

respect to the impo11ance of the storm, the tube spacing, and the tube depth, the results

are similar to those for a free area ratio ofone. However, with respect to the ratio

between the heat flux required under the transient conditions to the 99% non-exceedance

load, the results of a free area ratio of zero depend highly on how the concept of a free

area ratio of zero is mapped to transient conditions. ill the parametric study, free area

ratio of zero is interpreted as the equivalent dynamic condition that the snow height does

not increase for any more hours beyond the number that exceed the 99% non-exceedancc

load. This has resulted in some cases for which there is very little snow on the slab edges,

and a higher flux was required to decrease the snow height near the edges while at the

other area of the surface, the snow height has already stopped increasing. An altemative

(untried) would be to interpret free area ratio of zero as the condition where the slab may

be entirely covered during aU hours of storm.
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3. Modeling the Bridge Deck by Transfer Function Method

3.]. IJltroduction

The BFC-FV model described in Chapter 2 uses a finite volume solver to

calculate the temperature distribution of the slab and surroundings. This method requires

a large amount of program storage space and must go through the time consuming

procedure of calculating temperatures, such as nodal temperatures inside the slab, which

are not needed in the analysis of the surface conditions. An alternative is to replace the

finite volume solver with a time series technique that improves both the speed and

storage requirements.

One type of time series solution is the transfer function method, which relates the

current flux via a linear, algebraic equation to flux and temperature histories. For the flux

at one surface of an element, because it only relates to the series of temperature and flux

histories at the both surfaces, and the history of heat sources or sinks inside the clement,

there is no need to calculate the other inside nodal temperatures, thus, the transfer

function method becomes much more computationally efficient.

This chapter aims at developing a bridge deck model by heat source transfer

function method (Strand, 1995, 1997). This new model, abbreviated to QTF model, is

expected to be used as a design and simulation tool for modeling the performance of

hydronic and electric-cable heating system. The QTF model can calculate one-

dimensional or two-dimensional heat transfer depending on the transfer function
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coefficients supplied to the model. The model is tested by comparing simulation results to

analytical solutions and the results from other simulation programs.

3.2. Modeling by Transfer Function Method

3.2.1. Heat Transfer in Bridge Decks

Conduction through the deck material and convection due to the flow of the heat

transfer fluid are the two heat transfer mechanisms within the bridge deck. The heat

transfer due to the hot fluid is taken as an internal source of the bridge deck.

Without heating, the conduction heat transfer within the bridge deck can be

solved by the conduction transfer functions (CTFs) as a common slab. Strand (1995) has

developed and verified heat source transfer functions (QTFs) that are similar in form to

the standard CTFs for the low temperature radiant heating systems. The QTFs may be

derived from either a Laplace transform or a state space method, and the heat source

transmitted to the slab is treated as a definable, variable input.

The QTF model in this thesis solves the heat transfer within the bridge deck by

heat source transfer functions. A program that generates transfer funcitons, the "QTF

calculator", developed by Strand (1995), has been used to provide the transfer function

coefficients to the model prior to the simulation. Figure 3.1 shows a typical arrangement

of bridge heating pipe loop. In the one-dimensional heat transfer problem, the heat source

described is planar and evenly distributed along the X direction. In the two-dimensional
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problem, the heat source is distributed at discrete intervals as shown in Figure 3.1. Heat

transfer in Y-direction is calculated by the CTFs and QTFs.

The combined CTF-QTF solution takes the form for the surface fluxes:

Figure 3.1: Typical arrangement of bridge deck heating pipe loop.

where, X, Y, Z, F and Ware the transfer function coefficients, X, Y, and Z are in unit
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W/m2-K, and F and Ware dimensionless. Subscript source refers to the inside heat

sources or sinks, and subscripts btm and top refer to the bottom and the top surface of the

bridge deck respectively.

The relations shown in equation (3.1) and (3.2) are identical to the traditional

CTFs except for the presence of the QTF series which take the internal heat source or
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sink into account. Histories of surface temperatures, surface heat flux and heat source are

required. Note that the current heat flux of the internal source is an input to the surface

fluxes calculation. This flux may be detennined by the heat balance between the bridge

deck and the working fluid. Current surface temperatures are also required. In most

situations, these temperatures are unknown and need to be detennined through a heat

balance at the surface.

As stated in the previous section, the QTF model can calculate one-dimensional

or two-dimensional heat transfer depending on the transfer function coefficients supplied

to the model. However, the two-dimensional transfer functions do not give a two-

dimensional answer. Actually, when generating two-dimensional transfer functions,

surface fluxes do vary along the surface, but the summation of those terms happens

before it calculates the transfer functions. Thus, results for the two-dimensional problem

might be described as "mean" value, such as "mean temperature", '"mean flux", and so

on. Equation (3.1) and equation (3.2) are still applied to two-dimensional problems, with

transfer functions that are fonn ulatcd as one-dimensional in the Y-direction as shown in

Figure 3.1. This limitation of the heat source transfer functions generated by the "QTF

calculator" makes it impossible to calculation flux and temperature distribution along the

surface.

There are two more assumptions made in the program generating transfer

functions for two-dimensional cases. It assumes uniform surface temperature, and
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homogeneous slab. These may not be true, for in many applications, slabs are

multiplayer, and surface temperatures vary with location in two-dimensional cases.

3.2.2. Boundary Conditions

Surface conditions are significantly affected by weather conditions. Boundary

models should be able to reflect the various and transient effects of weather conditions.

Both the top and bottom boundary condition are mixed type with convection and

radiation occurring at the surfaces. However, the bottom of the slab is approximated as

adiabatic if insulated.

In the following section, radiation and convection heat flux calculation are

discussed separately, and it's followed by an introduction of the boundary model for the

top surface.

3.2.2.1. Radiation occurring at the boundary

Solar Radiation Heat Gain

Solar radiation occurs at both the top and the bottom surface. Solar radiation heat

gain (qsolnr) is the net solar radiation absorbed by the slab. It is decided based on the

surface absorptance a and the solar flux incident on the surface. The solar radiation term

should be included in the heat balance calculation. It is significant both in the summer

when the bridge deck may be used to recharge the ground (the fluid circulating in the

system is supposed to absorb heat from the bridge deck, and release heat to the ground),

and in the winter when solar radiation may reduce the heat flux required from the system.
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The total short-wave solar radiation flux incident on an exterior surface can be

expressed as

where

I, = total short-wave solar radiation flux incident on the surface (W/m2)

I D = direct solar radiation flux on the surface (W/m2)

I a = diffuse radiation flux incident on the surface (W/m2
)

(3.3)

Then,

qsolnr = a . I, (3.4)

The solar radiation absorbed by the snow/slush surface is estimated by the

fonnula given by Kondo and Yamazaki (l990).

G, = {I - a )G'h (3.5)

where,

a. = Snow albedo = Snow reflectance

G1h = I, = Total horizontal solar radiation (direct and diffuse) (W/m2
).

Gill can be obtained from Mesonet, and the value ofa is estimated by the following

equations given by Tarboton and Luce (1996).

F =_r_
age I+r
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where,

a ll= Snow albedo in the visible range;

av,O= Fresh snow albedo: av,o=0.85;

Cv= Sensitivity parameter to snow aging: CIl=0.2;

Fage= Function to account for aging of the snow surface,

T
---

1+ T '

T = Non-dimensional snow surface age, T = Told + L\ T ;

TO = 106 seconds;

L\t = time step, seconds;

rj = Parameter dependent on snow surface temperature T (OK)

5000.(_1__2.)
= e 273,15 T

r2 = Additional effect near and at freezing point due to melt and refreeze

. . (10 1)= mlHlmum fj , ;

r3 = Effect of dirt and soot (= 0.03)

(3.5-c)

','
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One di fficulty is how to set the start of snow surface age 'to The most complex

situation is that large precipitation would restore the surface to new condition, As

recommended by Tarboton and Luce (1996), 0,01 m of snowfall is assumed to restore the

snow surface to new conditions (-r = 0) in the QTF model.
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Currently, the QTF model has two ways to set the value of snow albedo. One is

the calculation according to the equation (3.5a-c), and the other requires the estimation of

snow albedo a. as an input. With new snow surface, the estimated value of snow albedo is

0.8 recommended for the QTF model, which means about 20% solar radiation is

considered absorbed by the snow surface. A lower estimated value of snow albedo can be

used when snow surface is not new.

The only short-wave solar radiation flux incident on the bottom is the diffuse

solar radiation flux from the ground. This term is assumed to be negligible, and hasn't

been considered in the heat balance at the bottom boundary.

Solar radiation data are available from a variety of sources. For purposes of

validating against local experimental data, solar radiation (I,) incident on the horizontal

surface can be found in the data set provided by the Oklahoma Mesonet, which is a

network of environmental monitoring stations. At each site, the environment is measured

by a set of instruments located on or near a lO-meter-tall tower. The measurements arc

packaged into "observations" every 5 minutes, then the observations are transmitted to a

central facility every 15 minutes, 24 hours per day year-round. The Stillwater Mesonet

Station is about 1 mile (1.6 km) from the medium-scale heated bridge deck.

Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer

With the assumption that the bridge deck is horizontal, the formula of the long

wave radiation heat flux can be simplified. For the top surface of the bridge deck, the
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view factor of surface to the sky is one, and the long-wave radiation heat flux can be

determined by:

For the bottom surface of the horizontal bridge deck, the view factor of surface to the

ground is nearly one, and the long-wave radiation heat flux is calculated by:

where, c is the emissivity coefficient of the slab surface, (J is the Stefan-Boltzmann

(3.6)

(3.7)

constant, TSlIIfis the surface temperature in absolute units, and Tsky is the effective sky

temperature in absolute units. The ground temperature Tg is assumed to equal the air

temperature, though, it may need further research.

Among the numerous models available for estimating the effective sky

temperature, the Brown sky model (Brown 1996) demonstrates the best agreement with

more sophisticated models (ASHRAE 2001). The Brown sky model has been selected to

predict the sky temperature in the QTF model, and it solves for an effective sky

emissivity, which directly relates outdoor dry bulb temperature to the effective sky

temperature as:

where Cs is the sky emissivity.

c =0 65+0.41 p o.9 .exp(-O.Ol033T -6.060xlO-4 T} +6.121xlO-6 J:3
)

s· vap r

where Pvap is water vapor pressure (kPa), and T, is the reference temperature(K).

T, = T:ir - 240.0
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3.2.2.2. Convection Occurring at the Boundaries

Convection coefficient is calculated by the BLAST detailed convection model

(Walton 1981). Convection is split into forced and natural components. The total

convection coefficient is taken as the sum of these two components.

(3.9)

The forced convection component is based on a correlation given by Sparrow, Ramsey,

and Mass (1979):

(3.9-a)

where, hfis the forced convection coefficient (W/m2-K), Wfis the wind direction

modifier, Rf is the surface roughness multiplier, P is the perimeter of surface(m), Vaz is

wind speed, modified for height above ground (mls), and A is the area of the surface (m2
).

The surface roughness multiplier Rr is based on the ASHRAE graph of surface

conductance and the value is 1.52 with the roughness index 3 for the concrete.

The wind speed is modified from the wind speed at standard conditions by the

equation

(3.9-b)

where a is defined according to the terrain type of the building's surroundings -7.0 for

flat, open country, 3.5 for rough wooded country, and 2.5 for towns and cities (Walton

1981) - and z is the bridge deck height (m) above ground.
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For the top surface, the natural convection component in W/m2 is taken as

3 IJ:Wf - T:;rI
h = 9.482 .---'----;---

IJ 7.238-lcos¢\
(3.9-c)

when the heat flow is up (the surface temperature is higher than the air temperature), and

(3.9-d)
31T -T IslIrf air

h =1.810· I'
n 1.382 + cos¢

when the heat flow is down (the surface temperature is lower than the air temperature).

For the bottom surface, conversely, equation (3.9-c) is for the case that the heat flow is

down, and equation (3.9-d) is fOJ" the case of upward heat flow. ¢ in equation (3.9-c and

d) is surface tilt angle. Under the assumption of horizontal bridge deck, the tilt angle is

zero for the top slab surface, and 180 degree for the bottom.

3.2.2.3. Boundary Model at the Top Surface

For a hydronic and electric-cable heating system, heat transfer due to the

environmental interactions at the top surface of the bridge include the effects of solar

radiation heat gain, convection heat transfer to the atmosphere, thermal radiation heat

transfer, sensible heat transfer to snow, heat of fusion required to melt snow, and heat of

evaporation lost to evaporating rain or melted snow. A detailed boundary model is added

to the QTF model to deal with the complex top surface condition. This boundary model

was originally developed in the ASHRAE 1090-RP (Spitler et at. 2001 )and coupled with

the BFC-FY model. It was adapted for use with the QTF method. One of the

modifications is that the original fonnula of calculating convective heat transfer

coefficient used in the ASHRAE 1090-RP, which is for turbulent flow, is replaced by the
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method described in the previous section. Please refer to Chapter 1 for the details of the

ASHRAE 1090-RP boundary model for the top surface. In addition, solar radiation heal

gain has been added, and the long-wave radiation model has been modified as discussed

in the section 3.2.2.1.

The transfer function model is coupled to the boundary condition model by

passing surface temperature information and heat flux information between the two

models. Surface temperatures are required as inputs for the transfer function method. The

current time step's temperatures are unknown - for each time step, a guess must be made

initially, then iterated on. The transfer function model passes the surface flux it has

calculated to the top and the bottom boundary condition models. The boundary condition

models then calculate the surface temperatures and the mass condition under these

surface flux inputs.. The new surface temperatures are, in tum, passed back to the transfer

function model. This iterative process is considered converged when the surface

temperatures calculated by the boundary model become consistent with those used in the

transfer function model.

3.2.3. Heat Transfer at the Source Location

For slabs with the internal heat source, qsollrce. (, heat flux at the source locati.on at

the current time t, is an input to calculate the current surface fluxes as Equation (3. J) and

(3.2). Different system control schemes start with different known conditions. In flux

control, the heat source is defined and the temperatures of the working fluid need to be

calculated. However, in temperature control, the control profile defines the inlet fluid
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temperature. The heat flux at the source location needs to be calculated to satisfy the heat

balance between the heat loss of the fluid and the heat gain of the bridge materia1. That is,

q fluid ,/ = q source,l (3.10)

It should be made clear that the source location refers to the outside tube wall that

directly has contact with concrete. Then, it assumes that the tube quickly reaches the heat

balance with the working fluid.

The transfer function for the calculation of Tsrc,l, the temperature at the source

location at time t, is in the [mm:

transfer function. The source nux then can be used to calculation the heat flows occurred

temperatures, past temperature and past source heat fluxes.

(3.11 )
M M k M

Tsre,l = 2:xk.m~,,-m+1 - 2:Yk,/IlTo,,-m+1 +2: f/llTsrc,l-m +2: wmqsouree.t-/Il+1
m=1 /11=1 m=1 m=1

This equation can be arranged to show the current source flux as a function of current

at the surfaces. Thus, the problem of calculating qsource. I in the temperature control

That is, once the source temperature is known, the source flux can be detelmilled by the

reduces to how to calculate the temperature at the source location (T;TC.I)'

To calculate the temperature at the outer pipe wall, which is also the temperature

at the source location for the QTF equations, the overall bridge deck system can be

thought of as a heat exchanger. Concrete can be taken as a stationary fluid with heat
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exchange with the working fluid inside of the tube. (This is an approximation, but it

seems to be the best we can do.) Generally, there are two alternative heat exchanger

methodologies. It's more convenient to use the effectiveness-NTU method in this case.

NTU algorithm for the calculation of the temperature at the source location

The effectiveness £ is defined as:

£ =-q
qmax

The actual heat transfer rate q can be obtained through the effectiveness and the

(3.13)

maximum possible heat transfer rate.

It's assumed that the temperature along the outside tube wall in the calculation

domain is unifonn. This assumption was made in the transfer functions calculation

(Strand 1995). The maximum heat transfer rate can be obtained if one of the fluids were

to undergo a temperature change equal to the maximum temperature difference present in

the exchange, which is the difference in the entering temperatures of the hot and cold

fluids. In this case, because the source is characterized by a single temperature, the

maximum temperature difference is the difference in the entering temperature of the hot

fluid and the source temperature. It limits the source temperature to be lower than the

outlet fluid temperature, which may not be tme in actuality.

In the following section, the calculations of the effectiveness and the convective

heat transfer coefficient are explained. It's folJowed by an explanation of the relation
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between the source temperature and the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures. This is

summarized in the flow chart shown in Figure 3.2.

• Effectiveness calculation

The effectiveness is related to the NTU (the number of transfer units) and

capacity ratio C, which can be found in any introductory heat transfer book.

NTU= UA
COlin

(3.14)

balance between fluids, it infers that heat capacity of the concrete deck is much larger

stationary fluid" undergoes a very sma]] temperature difference. To satisfy the energy

The assumption of uniform temperature at the source location implies that "the

(3.15)

(3.16)

c= emin

Cma~

c = ]_e-NTU

than that for working fluid, which results in the capacity ratio C going to zero. In the case

that C ---+ 0, the heat-exchanger effectiveness relation approaches a simple formula,

Where C. =min f.(me) ,(rhe) I C =max~(lize) ,(me) )
nUll ~ P fluid P cOl/crete} ma~ ~ P fluid P cOl/crete

NTU= UA
(me p)fluid

(3.16-a)

where VA is the overall heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and the outer pipe

wall. With the consideration of the effect caused by the tubes, convection resistance Rcollv
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and the conductive resistance RcoJld caused by pipe wall are presented in the overall. heat

transfer coefficient, and UA is in term of the outer pipe area Ao.

1
UA= Ao

RCOlli' +Rcond

R =~~= 1 D
COliI' h A. h d

•

2:rik pipeL 2kpipe

(3.l6-b)

(3.16-c)

(3.16-d)

where h is the convection coefficient, Ai is the inside pipe area, kpipe is the conductivity of

tube, D is the tube outer diameter, d is the interior tube diameter and L is the tube length.

• Convection heat transfer coefficient

As shown in equation (3 .15-c), the convective heat transfer coefficient h is

"'''1,
.. ,JI

::~::
::~

::lr
"ll
::~....
::l,
II':'
"!j;
.,~

::~

required for NTU and effectiveness & calculation. The convective heat transfer

coefficient can be obtained from intemal flow correlations.

h·d
Nu =--

D k

where k is the therm.al conductivity of the working fluid.

(3.17) .1,---
;:~~
.. '~#..~
::~

:'~
. "

For laminar flow in a tube of constant surface temperature, the Nusselt number is

defined as a constant, 4.36. For the turbulent internal flow, the correlation given by

Gnielinski (1976) is used to determine the Nusselt number:

Nu _ (f/2XRe D -IOOO)Pr

D -1+12.7(f/2Y/2(Pr 2/3 -l.O)
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where Pr is the Prandtl number of the working fluid,jis the friction factor given by the

Eq(3.18-a), and ReD is the Reynolds number which is defines by equation (3 .18-b).

I
f= ?

(1.58(10 ReD)- 3.28)-

Re = 4111
D Jr')1.d

(3.18-21)

(3.l8-b)

where /l is the absolute viscosity of the working fluid. If the Reynolds number is greater

than 2300, the flow is taken as turbulent.

• Relation between the source temperature and tbe fluid temperature

Through the definition of the effectiveness, a relation between the temperature at

the source location and fluid temperature can be established. First, the fonnula for the

heat balance on the fluid side is

(3,19)

where q is the heat transfer rate, and equals the heat transfer rate between the tube and the

concrete, mis the mass flow rate of the working fluid, cp is the specific heat of the

working fluid, T; is the inlet fluid temperature and To is the outlet fluid temperature. The

maximum amount ofheat transfer that can occur is

,I"
:f

'I..;'\,'
.'.

, "

(3.20)

where Tsrc is the current temperature at the source location. Substituting equation (3.19)

and equation (3.20) into the definition ofthe effectiveness, a relation between the source

temperature and the fluid temperature is established,

T =T_I;·-To
Src /

&
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Note that there is a heat balance restriction that Tsrc and To need to obey. The heat flux q

due to the heat exchange fluid should be consistent with the source flux given by equation

(3.10). Together with equation (3.21), two equations for two unknowns, then, Tsrc and To,

can be solved.

• Flow chart for NTU method

The flow chart below describes the calculation for the temperature control system.

For the flux control system, a minor modification needs to be made to the algorithm.

m, Ti, D, L. To(guess value)

UA, NTU, r; (Eq.3.16)

QSrc, Qjluid (Eq.3.12 and Eq.3.19)

Calculate To_New (Eq.3.19)

,..-_t__
1-------1 Relaxation: To

Figure 3.2: Flow chart for the NTU method
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3.3. Implementing in HVACSIM+ Environment

The following changes are made to make the transfer function model compatible

to HYACSIM+ environment (Clark, 1985):

• Change the subroutine calling arguments of the models.

• Assign the input variables and parameters, the values contained in XIN and PAR

arrays.

• Save the variables required for the next time step.

• Assign the output array, OUT to the output variables.

Once the necessary changes have been made to the model to make it compatible

with HYACSIM+, the next step is to install the model as a component model in the

component library. A description of the model must be added to the file TYPARDAT,

which is read by BVACGEN for creating the simulation work file.

The first hne in TYPARDAT starts with an asterisk to indicate the beginning of a

new TYPE description. The second line contains the TYPE number, followed by a brief

description of the component. The third line contains information on the number of

SAYED variables, differential equations, inputs, outputs, and parameters respectively.

Next comes a set of hnes describing the inputs, outputs and parameters.

Once the description has been added to the TYPAR.DAT listing, the model TYPE

routine is added to the "types. for" file of MODSIM and a CALL statement for the

subroutine is added to the subroutine SELECT. Now, the component model is ready to be
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used for simulation. The TYPAR.DAT listing for the bridge deck model is included in

Appendix.

3.4. Results and Discussion

As stated in the previous section, the QTF model can calculate one-dimensional

or two-dimensional heat transfer depending on the transfer functions supplied to the

model. For one-dimensional problems, the model is tested by comparing simulation

results to analytical solutions. For two-dimensional problems, results are compared with

those from other simulation programs.

3.4.1. One Dimensional Comparative Studies

3.4.1.l.Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Solutions under No Heating

Conditions

Two tests, step change test and sinusoidal change test, have been conducted for

the surface response to changes in the air temperature under no flow conditions. The

numerical solution obtained using the QTF model in the HVACSim+ environment and

the analytical solutions obtained using the ASHRAE Analytical Test Suite (Spitler et ai,

2001), have been compared. Both the numerical and analytical tests are carried out using

the same set of parameters described in the following sections. The thermo-physical

properties for material used in the tests have been tabulated below in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1

Parameters Used for One-dimensional Analytical and Numerical Testing

Material Sublayer l [m] k[W/m-k] curkJ/kg-K] orkg/mJl
Lightweight Lightweight

0.203 0.5711 0.8373 680.7Concrete Block Concrete Block
Asphalt 0.0254 0.74 0.920 2100.0

Bridge Deck Concrete 0.0508 0.93 0.653 2300.0
Concrete 0.127 0.93 0.653 2300.0

Te2: Transient conduction-Step response

The TC2 test in the ASHRAE Analytical Test Suite is applicable to a

homogeneous slab. The material tested is lightweight concrete block. In this case, the

boundary is convective on either side ofthe slab. The TC2 test finds the response to step

changes in top dry bulb temperature when the bottom air temperature is held constant.

Before the step change, the aiT temperatures are held at constant 20°C (68°P). The

amplitude of the step change is +10°C (l8°F) while the bottom air temperature is

unchanged as shown in Figure 3.3. A constant convection coefficient of 17 W/m
2 K (3

BTU/h-ft2_OF) for both surfaces is assumed for both numerical and analytical cases.
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Figure 3.3: Profile of the ambient air temperature
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Figure 3.4 shows the comparison results for the test Te2 for the bridge deck top

and bottom surface temperatures against the numerical results. The numerical solution

obtained from the QTF model is in perfect agreement with the analytical solution.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for top and bottom surface

temperatures (Test TC2)

TC3: Transient conduction- sinusoidal response

The TC3 test in the ASHRAE Analytical Test Suite is applicable to a multi-layer

slab. The material tested is "bridge deck" as shown in Table 3.1. Test TC3 finds the

response to sinusoidal top dry bulb temperature when the bottom dry bulb temperature is

held constant at the mean temperature. Before the sinusoidal top temperature starts, air
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temperatures are kept constant at the mean temperature 20De (68°F). The amplitude of

change in top dry bulb temperature is SOC (9°F), with a period of 24 hours. A constant

convection coefficient of 18 W/m2 K (3.17 BTU/h-fe_OF) for both surfaces is assumed for

both numerical and analytical cases. The sinusoidal top dry bulb temperature is shown in

Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Profile of the top ambient air temperature

Figure 3.6 shows the comparison results of the top and bottom surface

temperatures. The numerical solution is in good agreement with the analytical solution.
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3.4.1.2 Response to Changes in Source Fluxes

The tests discussed in section 3.4.1.1 validate the responses of the top and bottom

surface temperatures or fluxes computed numerically by the transfer function model

against their respective analytical solutions. But, the heat transfer to/from the source

embedded in the slab has not been examined in those validations. This section examines

the response of slab to changes in source flux.

There are three tests in this section. The numerical calculation results obtained

using the one-dimensional QTF model are compared with the analytical results presented

by Luikov (1968) and summarized by VanSant (1983) for one dimensional heat transfer

in a single layer slab with constant physical properties. For this solution, both the initial

temperature of the slab and the boundary conditions at each surface of the slab are taken

to be the same constant temperature To. At time = 0, an instantaneous pulse of strength Q

(J/m) occurs at the location x = Xl (O<x<l). The temperature distribution within the slab at

any location x and time t is reported as:

"

i~~
.'., .

( ) ( )
( 22«1)2 a <f) x x -/I If "2

T(x,t)= To+~ Lsin n7r-1 sin n7r- e 1

kl 1/;1 I I
(3.22)

....

The solution is integrated over time (Strand 1995) to account for a time varying heat

input Q(t) (W/m) to the slab as follows:

{ () ( J
[ 2 2«(I-I')J }2a 1 <f) X X -1/ If -2-

T(x,t)= To +- f Q(t')Lsin n7r-' sin n7r- e 1 dt'
kl 0 1/;1 I I
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The heat flux at any location x and time t (q"(x,t) (W/m2
)) is obtained through

differentiation as:

{ () ( )

[
> 2C.t(I-J,j)}2na '. DO X -"-,, --

q'I(X,t) = --2- f Q(t')L:nsin nn-1 cos nn x e ,2 dt'
l 0 n=1 l I

(3.23).

In the following tests, the slab is homogeneous with the convective boundary

conditions on either side of the slab. Convective heat transfer coefficients are set to

constants. The top and bottom surface temperature are held at lOoC (50°F). Test 1 is to

find the response to step changes in internal source flux. In Test 2, the instantaneous

pulse of strength q occurring at the source location is periodic. In Test 3, the

instantaneous pulse of strength q is periodic with a higher frequency, 3hours. The slab

material is lightweight concrete. The heat source is located at x//=1I3.

Response to step change in internal source flux

,; -
.~
~ ...,
-..

...
The heat source input function is governed by equation (3.24) when time 1>0.

q" = 1.O(W / m 2
).

The analytical solutions are obtained through equation (3.22) and equati.on (3.23).

As can be observed from Figure 3.7 and 3.8, transfer function method gives

(3.24)
' ..
if,.
~I

l

accurate results in the surface fluxes and source temperature calculations. The analytical

and numerical results agree perfectly in Figure 3.7. The maximum difference in Figure

3.8 is 0.001 0c.
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fluxes (step change in the input function)
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Response to sinusoidal change in internal source flux

The heat source input function is governed by

q"(t)=1.O+I.Osin(21rl) (W/m 2
)

24

where t is the hour in the simulation. The analytical solutions are obtained through

equation (3.22) and equation (3.23).

(3.25)

As can be seen from Figure 3.9, the transfer function method give accurate results in

surface flux calculation. In fact, the analytical and numerical results are indistinguishable

in Figure 3.9. The same indistinguishable trend can be observed from the source

temperature calculation as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Response ~o high frequency sinusoidal change in internal source flux

The heat source input function is governed by

where t is the hour in the simulation. The analytical solutions are obtained through

(3.26)

equation (3.22) and equation (3.23). Time step used in the QTF model is 0.25 hlstep. Too

short time step may cause the instability in the transfer functions generation.

As can be seen from Figure 3.11 and 3.12, under the high frequency heat input

function, the numerical results devtate from the analytical solutions. The maximum

percentage errors shown in Figure 3.11 are 42% and 56%, respectively. The difference is

caused by the linearization of the heat input function in the numerical solutions (Strand

1995).
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Figure 3.t1: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for top and bottom

surface fluxes (input function period of 3 hours)
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Figure 3.12: Comparison ofnurnerical and analytical solutions for temperature at source

location (input function pedod of 3 hours)
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3.4.1.3 Response to Step Change in Fluid Temperature

This section examines the response of the slab to a step change in the temperature

of the heat exchanger fluid that is circulated inside the slab. The TC2 test in the

ASHRAE Analytical Test Suite serves as the analytical solution. As described before, the

TC2 test examines the response to the step change in the outside dry bulb temperature. In

the following test, the interior source is centered in the slab as a unifoml plane. The step

change in the temperature of the heat exchange fluid is analogous to the step change in

the outside dry bulb temperature. To match the surface convective heat transfer

coefficients used in the TC2 test, the convective heat transfer coefficient specified at the

source location in the QTF model is the double surface convective heat transfer

coefficient used in the TC2 Test. The heat transfer coefficient at the bottom surface in the

TC2 test may be applied directly to the top and bottom surfaces in the QTF model.

The material tested is lightweight concrete block listed in Table 3.1. Before the

step change, the air temperatures are held at constant lODe (500 P). The amplitude ofthe

step change is +30D C (54°F). The bottom air temperature in the TC2 test (or, the air

temperature at either surface in the QTF model) is unchanged. A constant convection

coefficient of 17 W1m2-K (3 BTU/h-ft2_OF) is asswned for all surfaces, except that a

constant convection coefficient of 34 W/m2-K (6 BTU/h-fe_OF) is assumed for the source

location in the QTF model.
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Figure 3.13 and 3.14 show the comparison results. The results from the QTF

model agree well with those from the TC2 test. Because of symmetry in the geometry and

boundary conditions supplied to the QTF model, the temperature distribution obtained

from the QTF model is symmetric, and the same surface temperatures are obtained for

both surfaces.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions for the temperature and

the heat flux at the source location
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Figure 3.14: Comparison for the temperature at the bottom surface

3.4.2. Two Dimensional Comparative Studies

In this section, studies focus on two-dimensional problems in which the internal

heat source is distributed as shown in Figure 3.1. Results from the QTF model are

compared against results from the FD model and the BFC-FV model. To simplify the

test, a homogeneous slab with an embedded cylinder on the centerline is used. The

thelmal properties and geometry are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2

Parameters Used for Two-dimensional Study

·.·.

...',
·.

."

Slab

Pipe

Material
k cp p

[W/m-k] [kIlk -k k 3·m
Concrete 0.57 0.84 608.7

Material
k Outer diameter Wall Thickness

[W/m-k] [mm] [mm]
E-PexB 0.57+ 22.2 1.6

Pipe Spacing Pipe Depth Slab Thickness
em] [m] [m]

0.225 0.H3 0.225

+: For E-PexB pipe, thermal conductivity is 0.45 W/m-K. To simplify the test, this property is modified to

be consistent with the thermal conductivity of slab.
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3.4.2.l.Response to Step Change in Source Flux

An instantaneous unit pulse of strength occurs at the source location at time zero,

The pulse flux is in unit W/(slab surface area, m2
). To simplify the test, the top and

bottom surfaces of the slab are hold in a constant temperature, lOoC (50°F). Because of

the symmetric geometry and boundary conditions applied, the temperature and flux

distIibutions are symmetric to the centerline of the slab. Only the comparison of the sums

of cell fluxes at the top surface is shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of top surface fluxes obtained from different models

As can be observed from Figure 3,15, results from three models agree well, except

that the steady state flux obtained from the FO model shows a little bit lower than the

other two. It may be caused by the coarse grid pattern used in the FD model. The flux

calculated here is based on the difference between the surface temperature and the

average temperature of two neighboring nodes located one level lower than the surface

nodes. If the surface flux is calculated through the difference between the surface

temperature and the nodal temperature, the sum is higher than 0.5 W/m 2 (1.673 BTU/ft2
).

It implies that the calculation of cell fluxes is affected by how temperatures between
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neighboring nodes are linearized. If finer grids were used, the temperature distribution

would be smoother from node to node, and the error would be diminished.

3.4.2.2.Response to Step Change in Fluid Temperature

The validation in section 3.4.2.1 may be applied to electrical heating systems with

cables embedded. In this section, hydronic heating systems are considered. Heat

exchange fluid circulates in the hydronic pipes embedded in the slab, and the heat

exchange to/from the fluid is the internal source/sink of the system.

The thermal properties of the material and the geometry of the slab can be found

in Table 3.2. To eliminate the effect of complex boundary conditions that may occur,

temperatures at the top and bottom surface are maintained at 10°C (50°F). The system

tums on from the first hour with the inlet fluid temperature 40°C (104°F). The flux and

temperature at the source location are calculated according to the NTU method described

in the section 3.2.3. The comparison of source fluxes is shown in Figure 3.16.

As can be observed from Figure 3.16, the results from the BFC-FV model and the

FD model agree wen except the first hour that the system turns active. The QTF model

gives a quite different response to the step change. At the first time step that system is

active, the QTF solution gives a good approach to the FD solution. The difference in heat

flux is 10.4 W/m2 (3.296 BTU/fe) at the first time step. As can be seen from Figure 3.16,

the QTF model generally gives a lower source flux than the other two models. The
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difference in heat flux when it approaches the steady state is about 24.1 W/m2 (7.639

BTU/ft2
), and the relative error is 14.8%. This error is examined in the next section.

Heat Flux at the Source Location

I::} 1:::1
~ 200 .~ ••. _,_. I63.39 ~
~ 150 -.--- ..•.......•... --- - - '-""-"-"'"+47.54 :::

---'---------1 :x:

100 .~-----., ~-.--~~---- .~ 31.70

o 5 10 15 20

Time[hours)

c::=.QTF M:>del ... - .. -FD M:>del BFe-FV rmdei]
I

J
Figure 3.16: Comparison of source fluxes obtained from different models

3.4.3. Error Analysis

In general, results from the QTF model matches well with analytical solutions, or

those from other models, except for the hydronlc heating cases. This section describes

further analyses of the discrepancy in the hydronic heating cases. Various test conditions

are examined. The BFC-FV model is selected as the comparison model for its more

accurate representation of geometry and boundary conditions compared to the FO model.

Tests are summarized in Table 3.3. All tests have a step change in the average

fluid temperature, or the inlet fluid temperature. The average fluid temperature, if

specified, is used directly as the fluid temperature. If the inlet fluid temperature is

specified, the NTU method described in the section 3.2.3 is used to obtain the outlet fluid

temperature and the heat transfer rate. Tests are divided into five categories. The second

column in Table 3.3 is the case number in its category, and it is followed by the
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description of test conditions. In the column "Results", steady state results of heat flux

and temperature are listed. The last column reports the relative error of the steady state

flux at the outer pipe wall.

For cases in category I, slab surfaces are exposed to ambient air with fixed

convective heat transfer coefficients. The convective heat transfer coefficient and the

fluid temperature are also fixed at the inside pipe wall. The NTU method is not needed to

calculate the source temperature. The heat conduction through the pipe wall is a function

of the fluid temperature, the convective and conductive resistance, and the source

temperature (the temperature at the outer pipe wall). Thus, the source temperature is

found, through the energy balance between the heat conduction and the heat source

calculated by the transfer functions (equation (3.17)).

Cases in categOly II are similar to those in category I, except that the slab surface

temperatures are fixed. Cases in category III examine the effect of varying the convective

heat transfer coefficient at the pipe wall. For cases in the category lV, the inlet fluid

temperature and the mass flow rate are specified with the convective heat transfer

coefficient fixed at the fluid side. The NTU method is required to obtain the source

temperature in this and following categories. For cases in category V, the heat transfer

coefficient needs to be calculated by the correlations described in the previous section.

Cases in category VI examine the effect of different flow rates.
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Table 3.3

Tests Summary for Two Dimensional Hydronic Heating Cases

case Comparison Results
ConclusionCategory Test Condition

# Model Comparison Model QTF

Ambient Air Temperature
Steady State Flux

10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall 92.34 84.36['CJ [W/m2
]

Fluid Temperature 40.0 Inside Pipe Wall 29.73 35.33 Error:rCJ BFC-FV Temperature rC]I. 1
model 8.65%

Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Surfaces 17.0 Outer Pipe Wall 28.81 --[W/m2-K] Temperature rC]

Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Inside Pipe Wall 34.0 Source Temperature -- 29.84
[W/m2-K] l'CJ

Surface Temperature
Steady State Flux

10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall 101.68 91.96
['C)

rw/m2
]

Fluid Temperature 40.0 Inside Pipe Wall
28.7 34.91

rC]
BFC-FV

Temperature rC]
Error:II. 1

model 9.56%Heat Transfer Coefficient at the Inside Pipe Wall Outer Pipe Wall
[W/m2-K]

34.0
Temperature rCJ 27.68 --

Source Temperature -. 28.92rCJ
..
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Table 3.3 (continued)

Tests Summary for Hydronic Heating Cases

Comparison Results
ConclusionCategory case Test Condition Model Comparison Model OTF#

Steady State Flux
153.78 132.44Sutiace Temperature

10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall
rC] rW/m2

]

Inside Pipe Wall TemperatureFluid Temperature 38.29 39.27 Error:roC]
40.0 BFC-FV roC]

13.88%1
Heat Transfer Coefficient model

Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 36.75 ..at the Inside Pipe Wall 340.0
rC]rw/m2-Ki

Source Temperature
roC]

-- 37.25

Steady Siate Flux
162.1 138.54Sutiace Temperature 10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall

rC] rw/m2
]

Fluid Temperature
40.0

Inside Pipe Wall Temperature 39.82 39.92
Error:fel BFC-FV [0C]

14.54%III. 2
Heat Transfer CoeffiCient model

Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 38.22 --at the Inside Pipe Wall 3400.0
rC]rw/m2-Ki

Source Temperature -- 38.50
rC]

Steady State Flux
162.98 139.18Surface Temperature 10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall

(>C] rW/m2
]

Inside Pipe Wall TemperatureFluid Temperature 40.0 39.98 39.99
rC] BFC-FV rC] Error:

14.61%3 Heat Transfer Coefficient model Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 38.3 --at the Inside Pipe Wall 34000.0
rC][W/m2-Kl

Source Temperature -- 38.64
rC]

,
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Table 3.3 (continued)

Tests Summary for Hydronic Heating Cases

case
Test Condition

Comparison Results
ConclusionCategory

# Model Comparison Model QTF

Surface Temperature
Steady State Flux

10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall 162.62 138.90
rC] rw/m2

]

Inlet Fluid Temperature 40.0
Inside Pipe Wall Temperature 39.912 --

rC] rC]
Mass Flow Rate 0.44 for Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 38.28 -.

[m%] 110 circuit BFC-FV roC] Error:
IV. 1 Heat Transfer Coefficient at the model 14.56%

Inside PiRe Wall 34000.0 Source Temperature -- 38.58
fW/m2-Kl rC]

Outlet Fluid Temperature 39.87 39.89
rC]

Mean Fluid Temperature 39.93 39.94
rC]

Surface Temperature
Steady State Flux

10.0 at the Outer Pipe wall 162.62 138.93
rC] [W/m2

]

Inlet Fluid Temperature 40.0 Inside Pipe Wall Temperature 39.92 --
rC] rC]

Mass Flow Rate 0.44 for Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 38.28 --
[m%J 110 circuit BFC-FV rC) Error:

V. 1 model 14.57%
Source Temperature -- 38.59

rC]

Outlet Fluid Temperature 39.87 39.89
rC]

Mean Fluid Temperature 39.93 39.94
rC]
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Table 3.3 (continued)

Tests Summary for Hydronic Heating Cases

Comparison Results
Conclusioncase

Test ConditionCategory
# Model Comparison Model QTF

Surface Temperature
Steady State Flux

132.4310.0 at the Outer Pipe wall 155.3
rC] [W/m2

]

Inlet Fluid Temperature 40.0
Inside Pipe Wall Temperature 38.58 --

rC] rC]

Mass Flow Rate 0.022 for Outer Pipe Wall Temperature 37.03 --
[m3/s] 110 circuit BFC-FV rC] Error:

14.73%VI. 1
model Source Temperature -- 37.25

rC]

Outlet Fluid Temperature 37.47 37.84
rC]

Mean Fluid Temperature
38.73 38.92

rC]



Table 3.4

Summary of Thennal Resistances [K-m2/W]

Category
Case

QTF Model BFC-FV Model
#

R fluid-Ia·Src 0.120 R fluld.la-lwall 0.111

I. 1 R Src.la-Slab -- R Pipe 0.010

R Src-Ia.Slab'Air 0.235 R Slab.Air 0.204

I Total Resistance 0.356 Total Resistance 0.325

RJuid-ta-Src 0.120 R ftuid-ta.lwall 0.111

II. 1 R Src-Ia-Slab 0.206 R Pipe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.326 Total Resistance 0.295

R fluid-la.Src 0.021 R fluid-to-Iwall 0.011

1 R Src.to.Slab 0.206 R Ylpe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.227 Total Resistance 0.195

R fluid-to-Src 0.011 R fluid-ta-Iwall 0.001

III. 2 R Src-ta.Slab 0.206 R Pipe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.217 Total Resistance 0.185

R fluld-to-Src 0.010 R fluid.la-Iwall 0.000 :

3
R SrNo.Slab 0.206 Rylpe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.216 Total Resistance 0.184

R fluid.la.Src 0.010 R fluid-tOolwall 0.000

IV. 1 R Src.lo.Slab 0.206 R Pipe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.216 Total Resistance 0.184

R fluid.lo.Src 0.010 R fluid-Io.lwall 0.000

V. 1 R Src-Io-Slab 0.206 R Pipe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.216 Total Resistance 0.184

R fluicHo.Src 0.013 R fluid-la-Iwall 0.001

VII. 1 R Src-to-Slab 0.206 R Pipe 0.010

R Slab 0.174
Total Resistance 0.218 Total Resistance 0.185

The relative error between the methods varies between 8.65 and 14.73%. It can,

perhaps, be more clearly understood by first looking at the steady-state resistances. Table

3.4 is the summary of thermal resistances for each case. An electrical analog of the heat

transfer through the pipe and slab is given in Figure 3.17. Because cases considered are
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two-dimensional, temperatures labeled in Figure 3.17 are mean or average temperatures.

Each resistance in Table 3.4 is calculated by dividing the heat flux by the corresponding

temperature difference. The basis ofthese resistances is the surface area of the stab.

Notations are defined as follows.

R_flUld.to.lwall: convective resistance at the inside pipe wall, [K-nl/W), used for the BFC-FV model.

R_pipe : conductive resistance caused by the pipe wall, [K-nl/W], llsed for the BFC-FV model.

R_Slab+Air : sum of conductivity resistance of the slab (not including pipes), and the convective resistance at

the slab surface, [K-m2/W], used for the BFC-FV model.

R_S1ab : conductive resistance of the slab (not inclllding pipes), [K-m2fW), used for the BFC-FV model.

R_ftuid.lo-Src : sum of convective resistance at the inside pipe wall and conductive resistance caused by the

pipe wall, [K-m2/W), used Cor the QTF model.

R_Src-lo-Slab :conductive resistance of the slab (not including pipes), [K-m2fW], used for the QTF model.

R_Src.to.Slab+Air :sum of conductive resistance of the slab (not including pipes), and convective resistance at

the slab surface, [K-m2fW], used for the QTF model.

Ambient air temperature
R: Convective resistance at the surface

Surface temperature

Slab

Outside pipe wall temperature

Inside pipe wall temperature

Average fluid temperature

R: Conductive resistance caused by the slab

R: Conductive resistance caused by the pipe waH

R: Convective resistance at the inside pipe wall

Figure 3.17: Electrical analog of heat transfer through the pipe and slab
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For each case, R_fluid-lO-Src from the QTF model, which is the sum ofconvective

resistance at the inside pipe wall and the conductive resistance caused by the pipe wall,

almost exactly matches the sum of R_fluid-to-Iwall and R_Pipe obtained from the BFC-FV

model. It demonstrates the accurate calculation ofthe heat transfer between the fluid and

the outer pipe wall. However, as can be seen in category I, there is nearly a 15%

discrepancy between R_Src-lo-Slab+Air and R_S1ab . These should match exactly. Also, as can be

observed fTOm category II to VI in Table 3.4, the conductive resistances (R_src-to-Slab and

R_SJab) differ in the two models, with 0.206 (K-m2/W) (1.170 F-ft2/BTU) for the QTF

model and 0.174 (K-m2/W) (0.988 F-ft2/BTU) for the BFC-FV model. In the QTF model,

the resistance is set by the transfer functions developed by the QTF calculator. It implies

there are inaccuracies in the transfer functions generation.

In an attempt to reduce the errors, the tests were repeated using transfer functions

generated with a more refined internal grid. However, these transfer functions did not

improve the calculation. Another possible explanation of the error is the way in which the

two-dimensional geometry is interpreted in the "QTF calculator". In the "QTF

calculator", the pipe diameter is not required as an input for the two-dimensional

problem. The source is defined between two layers, which are measured from the slab

surfaces to the center of the pipe. The mixed geometry problem in this kind of system has

not been described accurately. Also, other causes may be possible, such as mathematical

calculation related to the matrix inverse and root finding.
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The error of the conduction resistance is fixed once the material is selected for

simulations. The different relative error shown in Table 3.3 can be explained by the

relative importance of the conduction resistance error in the total resistance. For instance)

cases in category I have lower relative error compared to other tests, because with the

consideration of the convective resistance at the slab surface, the total resistance is

higher, and it makes the conductive resistance error less important, and so gives a lower

relative error. For cases in category III) with increasing convective heat transfer

coefficient at the fluid side, the convective resistance becomes lower and lower, and it

leads to lower total resistance and higher relative error as shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4.

Another point to be noticed is the effect of the convective heat transfer coefficient

in the fluid side. As can be observed from cases in category III, the relative error doesn't

change much once the convective heat transfer coefficient at the inside pipe waH is over

3400 [W1m2-K]. It implies that the convective resistance diminishes and becomes

negligible as the flow rate increases. This can be observed directly from cases in category

V and VI.

One possible way to check the accuracy of the NTU method used in the

calculation of the source temperature and heat flux is the comparison between Case 3 in

Category III and Case 1 in Category IV. One difference in test conditions is that the

former specifies the fluid temperature and the latter sets the inlet fluid temperature. Then,

for the Case 1 in Category IV, the NTU method is used to obtain the outlet fluid

temperature and the heat transfer rate at the outer pipe wall. A large flow rate is used in
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Category IV to make the average fluid temperature close to the fluid temperature for Case

3 in Category ill. The relative error for these two cases are close as can be seen from

Table 3.3. This example implies the NTU method doesn't impose extra error in the

simulation.

3.5. Summary

A design and simulation tool for modeling the performance of a bridge deck

heating system has been developed. The model (the QTF model) has been developed

based on the transfer function method. According to the transfer functions provided, the

model can solve the slab heat transfer problem for one-dimensional or two-dimensional

geometry.

For applications that can be considered as one-dimensional, the QTF model

presents accurate solutions as compared with analytical solutions from the literature and

the ASHRAE Analytical Test Suite. For applications considered as two-dimensional,

such as heat sources at discrete intervals, the results obtained from the QTF model match

well with those from the FD model and the BFC-FV model in the case of the fixed heat

flux input at the source location. However, in the case of hydronic heating systems with

heat exchange fluid circulated in the embedded pipe, the discrepancy is obvious. The

steady state flux obtained from the QTF model is always lower than results provided by

other models. This has been shown to be caused by inaccuracies in the transfer functions

provided by the QTF calculator.
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Further research is suggested in the following areas:

• A more accurate transfer function calculator is desirable.

• Optimization of the source temperature calculation. Several methods may be tried

besides the currently used NTU method.

• Additional validation of the model, using data collected under a wider range of

weather conditions (i.e. rain, snow, and ice conditions), would be useful. A

preliminary investigation is reported in the next chapter.
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4. Validation of the QTF Model by Experimental Data

4.1. Introduction

The previous chapter describes the development of a new bridge deck model (the

QTF model) based on the time series method, and the model is validated through

analytical solutions and model comparisons. The work described in this chapter is to

validate the model by experimental data.

The QTF model depicting the OSU bridge deck system is simulated for heating

and recharge cases. A detailed description of the bridge deck system is given in the next

section. Experimentally measured inlet fluid temperature and mass flow rate are used as

inputs in simulations. For the recharge case, comparisons of top surface temperatures,

exit fluid temperatures, and heat transfer rate are given. For the heating case, results are

compared to the experimental measurements of the surface temperature and the exit fluid

temperature. This study is intended for establishing a better understanding of the

performance of the QTF model in simulations with real parameters and weather

conditions.

4.2. Previous Work

Continuous work and studies on transient simulations of hydronic heating systems

have been done in Oklahoma State University by using the finite difference bridge deck

model developed by Chiasson (2000).
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Ramamoorthy (2001) discussed the performance of a hydronicaUy heated bridge

deck system that is heated with a hybrid ground source heat pump system. The system is

simulated and the performance studied in detail for a sample bridge deck located at

Weatherford, OK. The simulation results for a few summer recharge set point

temperatures are presented. The advantages of using the bridge deck during summer for

recharging the ground is quite evident from simulation results. Storing the heat extracted

from bridge deck surface during summer raises the ground temperature, and makes it

available for use in winter for bridge deck heating. The study also shows that the system

modeling and simulation approach is a powerful tool to study and analyze the system

performance of several possible designs. Bridge deck heating systems have high initial

cost; their optimal design and operation is of paramount importance. Using the system

simulation approach, the performance of such systems and different control strategies

could be easily simulated and analyzed, and a cost efficient design solution can be

achieved.

Ongoing research at Oklahoma State University focuses on the development of a

bridge deck heating system to eliminate preferential icing. The heating system is

hydroni.c, and makes use of a ground source heat pump system, which recovers energy

stored in the earth, and uses it to heat the fluid circulated through the bridge deck. The

heating system automatically makes use of local and remote weather stations to forecast

potential icing conditions. The automatic nature of the controls has given rise to the

infonnal name "Smart Bridge". Initial research was done on a test bridge deck, which is

described in more detail in the following section, along with an experimentally calibrated
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numerical model. Several critical parameters have been more carefully measured

(Progress Report, OSU Geothermal Smart Bridge, 2001). For instance, the measured

density of the sample concrete was 2324 kg/m3 at moisture content 0[24% of total

saturation, and the density from oven-dry to saturated condition varies about 6%. The

them1al properties of the bridge deck were recomputed, taking into account two factors

the double-T thermal mass and the rebar embedded in the bridge deck. As a first order

approximation, the double-T thermal mass was treated as a unifonn layer of concrete 3.8

inches (97 mm thick). The rebar was accounted for by mass weighting the conductivity,

specific heat and density. The resulting simulations match the experimental results more

closely.

The following section describes the bridge deck system under investigation, the

weather data source, and experimental data used in the model validation.

• OSU Bridge System

The experimental bridge heating system comprises a bridge deck with embedded

heat exchanger pipe loops, a single water-to-water heat pump, a six-borehole vertical

ground loop heat exchanger, along with circulating pumps and control system.

The experimental bridge deck is 18.3m (60 ft) long by 6.lm (20 ft) wide, but only

half (9.2m*6.1 m) is heated. Bridge deck thickness is O.254m (lO inch). The pipe work

consists of 10 fluid circuits laid in a serpentine configuration perpendicular to traffic flow

on the bridge. E-PexB Pipe from WattsHeatway is embedded. Nominal pipe diameters

are commonly 19.05mm (0.75 inch). The tubing is 0.0762m (3 inch) beneath the bridge

surface measured from the surface to the pipe center with pipe spacing of 0.3048m (I ft).
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The specific heat ofconcrete used in the simulation is 889 J/kg-K, and the density is 2474

kg/m3
.

The vertical closed-loop ground source heat exchanger installation is comprised

of 6 boreholes with a diameter of 0.13 m (5.25 in) that are in a 2 by 3 configuration with

7.62 ill (25 ft) spacing. Each borehole contains an HDPE U-bend pipe loop with nominal

diameter of 25 mm (1 in), and is grouted with a mixture of4020 sand and bentonite.

The nominal cooling capacity of water-to-water heat pump used in the system is

35 KW (10 tons) with the design output temperature of the fluid in the range 38-55°C

(laO-130°F). The working fluid is a mixture of water and propylene glycol, and

circulated at a rate of approximately 1.3 lis (21 GPM) through the ground-loop system.

The bridge anti-icing system has initially been operated with on-off control of the

heating system. The objective has been to maintain the bridge surface temperature in the

range of 4.4-5 .5°C in case of risk of icing or snowfall. ill recharge mode, it is switched on

when the surface temperature is higher than 32.2°C (90°F) and switched off when the

temperature falls to 31.1°c (88°F).

• Weather Data

The Oklahoma Mesonet is a collaborative project between Oklahoma State

University and the University of Oklahoma. The Mesonet is a network of 114 weather

stations distributed throughout Oklahoma. The measurements are packaged into

"observations" every 5 minutes, then the observations are transmitted to a central facility

every 15 minutes, 24 hours per day year-round. Nearly real-time weather data is

available to customers, including schools, over the internet. The Stillwater Mesonet
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Station is about 1 mile from the medium-scale heated bridge deck. Its data is assumed as

same as that at the experimental site.

Weather data is rearranged and contained in a boundary variable file for

simulations in the HVACSim+ environment. The data set has information about solar

radiation, dry-bulb and dew point temperatures, precipitation, weather indicator, wind

speed, and solar angle. The sky temperature required for the system simulation is

calculated using the available weather data.

• Experimental data

Experimental measurements ofmass flow rate and inlet temperature of the heat

exchange fluid are used as inputs for the model validation. The simulation results of the

top surface temperatures and the exit fluid temperatures are compared against the

measured data. A point worth noticing is that thermocouples used to measure the surface

temperahlre are just slightly below the slab surface. They actually reflect the temperature

slightly below the top slab surface, which is expected to be higher than the top surface

temperature in the wi.nter heating mode and lower in the summer recharge mode.

4.3. System Simulation Results and Discussion

The bridge deck system under investigation is the OSU bridge deck. In the

following section, a brief examination of the thermal resistance error caused by the

transfer functions is given. This is followed by a detailed study of the simulation results

with real weather conditions. The system is simulated with two events. One is for the

recharge case from 8/1/200019:06:00 to 8/1412000 08:51:06, and the other is snow event

ofDec.30, 2001 for heating case.
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4.3.1. Thermal Resistance Error

The error caused by the transfer functions calculation is examined with simple

boundaries. The top and bottom surfaces are maintained at 10°C, while the average fluid

temperature of 40°C and a constant convective heat transfer coefficient 0[340.0 W/m2 is

specified at the boundary of inside pip,e wall. Test results and error analysis are listed in

Table 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1

Comparison of Simulation Results of OSU Bridge Deck under Simplified Boundary

Conditions

Tesl Condition Comparison Model
Results

Conclusion
Comparison Model QTF

Steady State
Surface Flux

Temperature 10.0 at the Outer 417.62 380.86
LC] Pipe wall

[W/m2, Relative
Outer Pipe error in

Fluid Temperature 40.0 BFC-FV modef Wall 28.08 steady
{DC] Temperature

--
state flux:

[DC] 8.8%
Heat Transfer

Source
Coefficient at the
Inside Pipe Wall

340.0 Temperature -- 29.31

fW/m2-K]
[DC]

Table 4.2

Llst of Thennal Resistances in the Numerical Simulation ofOSU Bridge Deck [K-m2/W]

(Notation is consistent with that described in section 3.4.2.2)

QTF Model BFC-FV Model

R fluid-to-Src 0.028 R fluid-la-outer pipe wall 0.028
R Src-to-Slab 0.051 R Slab 0.043

Total Resistance 0.079, Total Resistance 0.071

The results show that the QTF coefficient calculation over-predicts the thennal

resistance of the bridge deck. In tum, this results in errors in the simulation.
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4.3.2. Summer Recharge

Simulation results obtained from the QTF model and the FD model are plotted

against experimental data in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the

top surface temperatures, and the exit temperature of heat exchange fluid is plotted in

Figure 4.2. Time steps used in the simulations are 6 min/step for the FD model and 15

min/step for the QTF model.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of experimental data and model predictions for top surface

temperatures in summer recharge mode
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of experimental data and model predictions for exit fluid

temperatures in summer recharge mode

As can be seen from Figure 4.1, the predictions of the top surface temperature

obtained from numerical models agree well. The maximum temperature difference is

about 3.5°C, occurring at the minimum daily temperature. The temperature difference is

significantly less when the system is on.

The QTF model shows a good prediction of the exit fluid temperature as can be

found from Figure 4.2. It's easy to observe that at Point 1 and Point 2 labeled in Figure

4.2, the QTF model over-predicts the exit fluid temperature. These two points depict the

last time step of the intermittent system operations. The over-prediction is caused by the

inconsistent time step used in the QTF model and the boundary file. The measuring

interval in time is 6 min in this case, much shorter than 15 min/step used in the QTF

model. The system was turned off before Point 1 or Point 2 occurs, which shows in the
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boundary file that the mass flow rate ofthe fluid becomes zero. Under this circumstance

of discontinuous change in the mass flow rate, the MODSIM generates a new flow rate

by interpolation, which is lower than the actual flow rate. In the case we studied, with this

low flow rate, the flow in the pipe is laminar, not as turbulent as it should be. Thus, it

retards the heat transfer at the inside pipe wall, and the temperature of pipe wall tends to

approach the temperature ofthe surface in contact with bridge deck. It over-predicts the

temperature at the source location, and so over predicts the exit fluid temperature. To

further demonstrate the phenomenon, the mass flow rate is artificially modified by

maintaining it as a constant value until time of Point 1 or Point 2. The comparison of exit

fluid temperatures and the top surface temperature are re-plotted in Figure 4.3 and Figure

4.4. With the modified flow rate, the over-predictions of the exit fluid temperature

disappear, and the predictions of the top surface temperature right after the system turns

off are increased about O.13°C, though, it is difficult to observe from Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of experimental data and model predictions for exit fluid

temperatures in summer recharge mode (with modified mass flow rate)
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The inconsistence in the time step may be solved by picking a QTF time step that

is an integral number of measurement time steps, or sholiening the time step used in the

transfer functions generation while maintaining stability. The instability was noted

whenever the Fourier number exceeded a value of 0.3 for the sublayer defined as the

region between the source plane and the closest surface boundary (Strand 1995). The

instability could be caused by the Laplace solution or the method ofback substitution for

determining the source temperature (Strand 1995). For the cases we studied, the

minimum interval of time step is nearly 15 minutes. It's decided by the physical

properties of the material, and highly sensitive to the heat capacity. With a large heat

capacity, like heavyweight concrete, a larger interval of time step is required to ensure the

stability. 15 minutes per step is almost the minimum interval in time that can be used for
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this bridge deck.. An easy way to check the two-dimensional transfer functions is the test

case described in the section 3.4.2.1. Besides this test, other fundamental tests, such as

the summation of the transfer functions, are required.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of experimental data and model predictions for heat transfer

rates in summer recharge mode (with modified mass flow rate)

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of heat transfer rates of the heat exchange fluid.

Figure 4.6 shows the percentage error of the QTF predictions to experimental data of heat

transfer rates of the heat exchange fluid. As stated in the previous section, the time

interval used in the QTF model is 15 minute per step, much larger than that used in the

measurement - 6 minute per step. To obtain the relative error varing with time, a linear

interpolation is applied to the measured data. However, as can be observed from Figure

4.5, the measurements fluctuate dramatically when the system starts. The linear
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interpolation may not be valid at system startup, and it results in larger percentage error at

the beginning of system starts. Most relative error is within the range ± 10.0%.

Generally, the QTF predictions show a good agreement with the measurements. The

cumulative percentage error is around 2.4% for the period shown in the figures.
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Figur,e 4.6: Percentage error of the QTF predictions to experimental data on heat transfer

rates in summer recharge mode (with modified mass flow rate)

4.3.3. Winter Heating

Weather data for a winter heating event are plotted i.n Figure 4.7. The snow

precipitation rate is given as equivalent mm ofwater. As accurate precipitation data in

freezing conditions is not available from the automated experimental bridge site, the

snow precipitation plotted is the average over time (only the total precipitation for the

snow event is available) .. Simulations start from 1212412001 00:00.
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(b) IP Units
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Figure 4.7 (b): Weather information for snow event ofDec.30, 2001 (IP Units)

In the simulation, the QTF model uses an estimated value of 0.8 for the snow

albedo. This value as stated in Chapter 3 is recommended for a new snow surface. The

whole simulation takes around three minutes, much less than time (over 12 minutes)

needed for a similar case simulated using the BFC-FY model. Simulation results obtained

from the QTF model are plotted against experimental data and the results from the FD

model. In the following section, initial simulation results are given. It's followed by the
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discussion of possible corrections and the presentation of results after making individual

modification. Last come the final results with recommended corrections. Time interval is

5 min/step for the measurement and 15 ministep for the QTF model.

Initial simulation results

Figure 4.8 shows the initial simulation results. The discrepancy in temperature

between the experimental measurements and the numerical predictions are obvious.

However, at the beginning of storm and several hours after stOlTl1, the results obtained

from the QTF model agree with those from the FD model. One possible cause of the

initial discrepancy is the inaccuracy of weather data shared by two numerical models, like

sky temperature. Inaccuracy in caJculating the convection and radiation occurring at the

surfaces is probably another cause. Two numerical models use different fOlTl1ulas for the

convection and radiation calculation on the slab surfaces. There have been many different

methods published for calculating the convective coefficient, with much disparity among

them. Identifying the best correlation for the bridge deck heating case may require more

future work.

After the storm st311s, one cau.se of the discrepancy in temperature between the

numerical solutions and the experimental measurement is the assumed constant snow

precipitation (rather than actual time-varying snow precipitation). Another possible cause

is that the experimental temperature measurements are made slightly below the slab

surface, and are expected to be higher than the top surface temperature in the winter.
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However, there is a big difference between the numerical solutions after the

surface temperature reaches the freezing point. The restriction in the QTF model, that the

surface temperature would be maintained at the freezing point when snow, ice, or snow

slush was melting on the surface, makes the surface temperature keep as constant (O°C)

for a period. After the surface is clean of snow and slush, the top surface temperature

obtained for the QTF model creeps up. While in the FD model, without the restriction to

maintain the surface at the freezing when the slab was covered by snow or ice, the

surface temperature creeps up continuously. The surface temperatures fluctuate with the

intermittent system operations as shown in Figure 4.8 (a).

The numerical solution on the exit fluid temperature obtained for the QTF model

agrees wen with the experimental measurements as can be observed from Figure 4.8 (b).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of initial model predictions against experimental data in winter

heating case (snow event ofDec.30, 2001, snow albedo=0.8)
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Possible corrections and simulation results

Severa] corrections are considered in the following section. These include the

correction of sky temperature, the estimation of the value of snow albedo, and the thermal

properties of saturated slab surface.

As described in Chapter 3, sky temperatures are calculated based on other

available weather data, such as dry-bulb air temperature, humidity ratio, cloud cover

factor, etc. However, the cloud cover fraction is not easy to measure accurately. The

cloud cover data used in the validation is obtained by combining cloud cover data fTom

the National Virtual Data system with the data from the Oklahoma Mesonet (Liu et al.

2002). Inaccuracies in estimating the sky temperature lead to deviations in the surface

temperature calculation especially during nights when long-wave radiation has a greater

proportion in the heat transfer rate occurring at the surfaces. The modified sky

temperatures used in the following simulations are calculated by the Brown sky

temperature model with the assumption that from 24 hours before the snow event till the

end of the stann, the cloud fraction is assumed as 1.0.

Snow albedo (snow reflectance) determines the proportion of solar radiation

absorbed by the snow/slush. The estimated value of snow albedo used in this case is 0.8

assuming a new snow surface covering the slab during precipitation. This approximation

is not necessarily accurate at the end of the snow-melting process, when the slab surface

is warm enough to melt the precipitation as soon as it falls on the slab, and the surface is

covered by the slush. Another lower estimation of snow albedo, 0.38, is used to illustrate
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the effect of snow albedo estimation. This lower estimation of snow albedo makes the

snow surface have the same absorptance as slab surface. Besides two estimations, a time

varying snow albedo calculated by the QTF model is used for further analysis.

The following section also describes the effect of the change i,n the physical

properties of the slab when it's saturated. During the snow-melting process, the slab

surface may be wet and saturated. The conductivity and specific heat of the concrete in

saturated condition are different from values ofdry concrete. For instance, for the

material currently used, the specific heat varies between 898 andl037 J/kg-K when it's at

oven-dry, normally dry, and saturated conditions; the change is over 10%.

The correction of physical properties is achieved by switching transfer functions

generated by different inputs properties in the simulation. (This is a rough approximation;

it doesn't correctly account for the history). An estimation of time required for the

surface to reach saturated is used. When the surface is wet for 45 consecutive minutes,

the slab surface is considered saturated, and the set of transfer functions generated by

using the saturated concrete properties are used i,n the simulation. Once the slab surface is

dry, the set of transfer functions generated by using the concrete properties under the dry

condition are restored.
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The foHowing section shows the results after correction.

• Correction in the sky temperature

The improvement is obvious as can be found from Figure 4.9. It demonstrates that

the prediction of sky temperature plays a significant role in calculating the long-wave

radiation with the environment. This, in tum, affects the prediction of surface

temperature. A good estimate of sky temperature before the stonn hits improves the

surface temperature prediction during that period, and with better temperature and flux

histories, the surface temperature prediction during the storm is improved. Future

improvements in measurement and predicting the sky temperature would be useful.
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• Sensitivity to snow albedo

As described in Chapter 3, there are two ways to set the value of snow albedo in

the QTF model. One is to use a constant estimate of the snow albedo, and the other is to

calculate a time varying snow albedo by following the procedure described in the section

3.2.2.1.

Figure 4.10 shows the top surface temperature distribution under a lower constant

snow albedo with sky temperature correction. Comparing Figure 4.9 and 4.10, it's easy to

obs,erve that with a lower snow albedo, the prediction of the top surface temperature

obtained from the QTF model shifts up. It can be explained by the larger portion of solar

radiation that has been absorbed by the snow surface with a lower snow reflectance. It

demonstrates that the prediction of top surface temperatures is sensitive to the value of

snow albedo.
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Figure 4.11 shows the top surface temperature distribution under a time varying

snow albedo with sky temperature correction. No obvious difference in the QTF results

can be ohserved from Figure 4.10 and 4.11, except that it requires less time to clear the

snow with a time varying snow albedo. It implies that for a snow slush surface, the value

of 0.38 may not be a good estimation, and the actual value is lower. The similarity of the

two results also implies the snow precipitation is not high enough to accumulate a new

snow surface. From this analysis, the method of time varying snow albedo is preferable,

unless a good estimation of snow albedo available.
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• Effect of wet slab surface

Figure 4.12 shows the effect of saturated surface condition. The temperature

fluctuation during the storm is more obvious as compared with Figure 4.8 (a). The larger

heat capacity implied in the transfer functions ofsaturated slab may over-estimate the

energy that has already been stored in the slab, and leads to a better snow-melting rate.

However, use of the saturated propelties for the entire history is not consistent with the

reality. Future work on finding a more reasonable way to account for the effect of

physical property changes of the slab may be usef-ul.
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Final results

Figure 4.13 serves as the final simulation results with the consideration of the

correction in the sky temperature and a time varying snow albedo. The improvement is

obvious as compared with Figure 4.8.

The surface temperature obtained from the QTF model agrees with the

measurements when there is no precipitation. A'so, a good agreement can be observed

before the surface temperature reaches the freezing point after the stonn starts. The

discrepancy during snow precipitation is obvious, and as stated in the previous section, it

may be caused by the make-up snow precipitation data and the location of theml0couples.

After the storm, the temperature comes to a new low at around 17:00. It can be explained

by the fact that the unit cloud cover assumption is ended with the storm, and a larger

radiation loss occurs at the surface. Without the correction of the sky temperature, the

predictions from the QTF model tend to agree with those from the FD model.

The exit fluid temperature predictions agree well with experimental data, and it

implies a good agreement in the heat transfer rate in the heat exchange fluid side. As can

be observed from Figure 4.13 (b), the start/stop times of the bridge heating don't quite

match the experimental data. This is caused by the large time step used in the QTF model.
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(a) Slab surface temperature
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4.4. Summary

In this study, the QTF model is validated 8y the experimental datil: for WINter

heating andslH:hmer recharge two oaSes; the bridge deck heating system Hnder

investigation is the medium-scale bridge deck in OSU. Within the limited scope @fthe

stUdy, the following specific conclusions can be drawn:

1. For summer recharge cases, the QTF model predicts the behavior dfthe bridge

deck system quite well. Some jumps of exit fluid temperature may occur when

tile time step used in the QTF model is not consistent with the time ititefva1 of

time-varied boundary inforl:rtation, such as mass flow rate, the inlet fluid

temperature and precipitation. The QTF model tends to under-predict the

surface temperature at nighttime.

2. Winter heating cases are re1atively complex because of the complex boundary

conditions that occur with precipitation. Some estimaieQ snow/sl.ush properties

are used in the simulatioll. nle prediction of the exit fhild temperature

generally agrees well with experimental data. The prediction orthe surface

temperature by the QTF model has obvious discrepancies with the

experimental data. It rnay be caused by inaccuracy in weather data; tfie

diffetent thermal properties of the slab surface in saturated conditioh; a.i1d tfie

estimated valll.e of silow albedo used in the simulation. The study fhiEl·s that

the snow-melting process is sensitive to the snow albedo.

3. The QtF model has advantages and disadvantages. The QTF model has a

higher compUtational efficiency compared to the BFC-FY model, and

validation results agree well with experimental data:. However, the transfer
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functions are generated by another program in advance. The limitation is that,

for the QTF model, the time step must be fixed in the simulation to be the

same as that used in the transfer functions generation. The variable time step

is not allowed in the application of the QTF model. Limited by the transfer

functions, the QTF model can't provide detailed two-dimensional temperature

and flux distributions. Only average values are available.

This work opens a number of areas for further study. The validation in this work

is not sufficient to draw a genera] conclusion. Further research is suggested in the

following areas:

• Additional work in sky temperature estimation would be useful.

• Additional experimental work in snow-melting cases is required. These may

include the measurement of snow albedo, the sky temperature, detailed record

of surface conditions (i.e. dry, wet, snow/slush), and thennal properties of

slab surface in saturation.

• Additiona] validation of the QTF model, using experimental data and a wider

range of transient weather condition, would be useful.

• The inconsistence in the time step may be solved by picking a QTF lime step

that is an integral number of measurement time steps, or shortening the time

step used in the transfer functions generation while maintaining stability.

• Validation of the QTF model for other related applications, such as modeling

the performance snow melting systems in pavement, would be useful.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1. Conclusions

As the size and the number of applications ofhydronic and electric-cable snow

melting systems increase, economic design and optimization become increasingly

impOitant. Considerable savings in cost and effort could be realized if the perfOlmance of

such systems could be easily simulated and analyzed. The system modeling and

simulation approach is a powerful tool to study and analyze the system perfonnance of

several possible designs. Various system configurations, component sizes, and different

control strategies could be studied using the system simulation approach to arrive at cost

efficient design solutions. Both short and long-tenn system performance could be easily

simulated using validated numerical models.

This study uses the simulation approach to analyze the applications ofhydronic

and electric-cable snow-melting systems. The challenges associated with the analysis

originate fi'om the transient nature of weather and the intermittent operation of systems.

The objectives of this study were threefold: (1) to examine the effects of different

parameters on transient system performance, (2) to develop a design and simulation tool

for modeling the transient performance of a hydronic and electric-cable snow-melting

systems by time series method (QTFs), and (3) to validate the transient QTF model by

experimental data.
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Chapter 2 of this thesis has presented a parametric study of hydronic and electric

cable snow-melting systems. The effects of two phenomena on the transient snow

melting system behavior have been investigated. One is back and edge losses, and the

other is transient design conditions and operation of the snow-melting system. The

studied parameters include pipe spacing, pipe depth, pipe diameter, insulation level, soil

conductivity, location, and stann.. The transient load requirements are not closely

correlated to the steady-state loads. More than any other factor, the transient behavior is

most sensitive to the stann itself, and then to pipe spacing. As the tubes are placed

deeper, the effect of spacing is less important. The heat flux requirements at the source

location are almost insensitive to the soil conductivity and the insulation level. Insulation

is useful for reducing back losses.

Chapter 3 of this thesis has described the development and validation of a model

(the QTF model) for simulating the transient performance hydronic and electric-cable

snow-melting systems by time series method (QTFs). The QTF model has been coupled

to HVACSim+ environment. The simulation results are compared with the analytical

solution, and the results from other software. }t's found that the transfer functions

calculator has inaccuracies in generating the transfer functions, which leads to 8%-15%

error in the steady state flux in the simulation.

Chapter 4 discusses the validation of the QTF model developed in Chapter 3by

experimental data obtained from a medium-scale bridge deck located at OSu. The

simulations have been done under real transient weather conditions with operation and
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construction parameters from a working system. Within cases that have been studied, the
•

QTF model gives good predictions on the exit fluid temperature with maximum error of

around O.3°e (O.54°F). For the surface temperature, the simulation results agree with the

experimental data, except for the situation of snow precipitations. The maximum error in

the case of summer recharge is 3.5°e (6.3°F), occurring when the system is off. When

system is on, the error is significant less, and the QTF model gives accurate predictions

on the surface temperature. The cumulative en-or of the energy recharged to the ground is

around 2.4% compared to the experimental data. For winter heating case, the surface

temperature predictions agree with the experimental measurements after the correction of

the sky temperature is applied. However, there is a big difference (around 2°e (3.6°F)) in

surface temperature predictions during the snow precipitation. This difference implies a

different surface condition on the slab. The assumed constant snow precipitation rate is

one cause of this difference. Another possible cause is that the experimental temperature

measurements are made slightly below the slab surface, and are expected to be higher

than the slab surface temperature in the winter heating cases. Results show that the SI10W-

melting process is sensitive to the snow albedo estimate. More experimental work is

needed for validation of surface condition in snow-melting cases.

5.2. Recommendations

Though the work presented in this thesis is a step towards a better understanding

of transient perfonnance of performance hydronic and electric-cable snow-melting

systems, its scope is limited. Further research is suggested in the following areas:

• Additional experimental work on snow-melting cases would be helpful.
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• Additional work on sky temperature estimation with consideration of cloud

cover data would be helpful.

• Additional validation of the QTF model, using experimental data and a wider

range oftransient weather condition, would be useful.

• Validation of the QTF model to other applications, such as modeling the

performance snow melting systems in pavement, would be usefuL
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Appendix A: Description of the QTF model in TYPAR.DA T

548 'QTF MODEL'

o 0 11 2 22 I Numbers of SAVED, DilT. Eq., XIN, OUT, PA

3 'Tamb[C]'

3 'Tsky [e)'

3 'Inlet Fluid Temperature [C]'

4 'Humidity Ratio [kg Water/kg Dry Air]'

4 'Wind Speed [mls)'

4 'Wind Direction [Degree],

4' Solar Gain [W/m2] ,

4 'Solar Zenith Angel [Degree]'

4 'Snow Precip(Prccipitation) [mmlh]'

4 'Rain Precip(Precipitation) [mmlh)'

4 '[nlet Mass Flow Rate [kg/s)'

#

3 'Exit Fluid Temperature' '[C]'

6 'PipeFlux' '[W/Circuit)'

#

4 'Latitude'

4 'Longitude'

4 'TimeZone'

4 'Surface Facing'

4 'Surface Tilt'

4 'Ground ReneeI'

4 'Surface Emittance'

4 'Surface Absorptance'

4 'Number of Circuit'

4 'null(for future use)'

4 'Fluid Type' 'I for water, 2 for Propylene Glycol'

4 '% WT. OF Propylene Glycol in solution used)' '%'

4 'Pipe Length per Circuit' '[m]'

4 'Pipe Spacing' '[m]'

4 'Pipe Outside Diameter' '[m]'

4 'Bridge Width' '[m]'

4 'Bridge Length' '[m]'

4 'Thermal Conductivity of Pipe' ['W/m-K]'

4 'Thickness of Pipe Wall' '[m)'

4 'Insulation at the Bottom I/yes, O/no'

4 'Source Type, I for temp. control, 2 for nux control'

4 'Source Flux [W/m 2
]'
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